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ABSTRACT

A discussion of the merits of interdisciplinary 

cooperation between researchers in artificial intelligence and 

psychology is presented along with a computer program which 

exhibits this type of cooperation by being firmly based in the 

developmental theories of Jean Piaget„ The program is designed 

to facilitate the investigation of the representation of mean

ing in a cognitive structure. The program is provided with a 

set of simple sensory-motor facilities with which it interacts 

with a simulated environment and in doing so progresses intel

lectually through the creation of a cognitive structure. This 

structure interrelates the experiences of the simulated organism 

and directs the behavior of that organism. A preliminary struc

ture is investigated through experimentation with the program, 

and the results of that investigation are discussed. These 

results are used in the creation of a second version of the 

structure. This new structure is investigated, and preliminary 

results are discussed. Improvements and future experimentation 

suggested by the results from the second version of the struc

ture are discussed.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Section 1 - Purpose

The purpose of this paper is twofold: first, to 

present a case for more interdisciplinary co-action among those 

working in the fields of artificial intelligence and psychol

ogy; second, to present a computer model which is a step 

towards realizing an artificial intelligence system which takes 

psychological theory into account.

Section 2 - Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence

In the early years of the development of digital com

puters, the emphasis was on the development of hardware. The 

primary goals were to develop a machine that had the capabil

ity to handle mathematical and logical operations repetitively, 

that had a large memory, and that had the capability of effi

ciently communicating information to and from man in a form 

usable by both man and machine. The machine was required to 

be of low cost and high reliability and, as time passed, was 

required to become progressively faster and able to handle 

progressively more complex operations. As these goals were 
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approached emphasis shifted to software. In recent years this 

emphasis on software has been concerned with development of 

capabilities to optimize the use of the available hardware 

through scheduling and managing of resources, to maximize the 

speed and efficiency of computation by development of more 

sophisticated logical approaches to problem solving, to maxi

mize the transfer of usable information between man (or men in 

the case of time sharing) and machine in a timely manner by the 

development of better languages and I/O software, and to maxi

mize the use of memory by development of more sophisticated 

storage and retrieval techniques.

Where does artificial intelligence fit into this pic

ture? In his book Semantic Information Procession [1], Minsky 

says, ’’The third approach, the one we call Artificial Intelli

gence, was an attempt to build intelligent machines without any 

prejudice toward making the system simple, biological or 

humanoid/' [1, p. 7].lf As was implied earlier, the main effort 

in computer science has been and is directed to increasing the 

efficiency, effectiveness, and usefulness of the computing 

machine as it exists today. Even hardware breakthroughs are 

primarily in this direction. Artificial intelligence is work

ing to add a new basic capability to the machine, the ability 
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to perform independent and original thought. The computing 

system today has a tremendous capability, but it is a depend

ent and rigidly directed capability, dependent upon the direc

tions of the programmer. Artificial intelligence does not 

profess interest in improving the abilities of the computer to 

work in a dependent and directed fashion, but in adding a most 

important capability, intellect.

Section 3 - Artificial Intelligence and Psychology

What is the only completely operational, ultimately 

reliable, and fully useful thinking machine in existence? The 

answer is so obvious as to be trivial: man. If it is the goal 

of artificial intelligence to develop an intellect in a think

ing machine, what is the obvious source of information concern

ing what intellect is--what makes up the capability? The same 

obvious answer. Finally, what is the standard by which intel

ligence is measured or even defined? Again, man. For these 

reasons, it is the viewpoint presented here that one of the 

subgoals of artificial intelligence must be the development of 

an understanding of the human thought processes which are 

involved in solving a problem which is to be addressed by a 

computer program. Minsky says:
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Even if simplicity of initial structure was to 
be an ultimate goal, one might first need experi
ence with working intelligent systems (based if nec
essary on ad hoc mechanisms), if one were to be able 
to design more economical schemes,. [1, p. 8].

The plea of this paper is commensurate with Minsky's thought; 

experience with working intelligent systems is needed, not just 

in the case of self-organizing systems as Minsky was referenc

ing, but in all areas concerning artificial intelligence.

Does this mean that there can be no improvement over 

these processes, that the final goal of computer science is to 

duplicate human thinking in a machine and simply speed it up? 

This conclusion does not follow. What does follow is that a 

logical starting place in solving a problem by computer that 

requires intellectual activity, is in understanding how the 

human thought processes which can solve that problem work. No 

one could assert that the human method is the best that can be 

achieved and that only improvements in speed are possible. 

They are, however, the best available and the standard for 

judgment, and as such are deserving of consideration and, in 

some cases, copying.

If a subgoal of artificial intelligence is to under

stand human thought processes to some extent, this means that 

there is some overlap with the field of psychology. This is 
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the point of this discussion. Psychology has as one of its 

goals the understanding of human thought processes, and, since 

it is a much older discipline, it stands as a great resource in 

the area of human intelligence. Psychology through experimenta

tion has developed a methodology to studying intelligence and has 

accumulated a wealth of information on problems involving intel

lectual activity. In addition, psychological research has led 

to the development of substantial theories which attempt to 

describe the essence of human thought processes. It seems logi

cal then for artificial intelligence to look to and work, with 

psychology in trying to understand human intelligence and in 

developing computer programs which express some form of intel

lect.

The benefits of such co-activity are not one-sided. 

The success or failure of programs based on psychological theo

ries could aid in the evaluation and development of the theories 

themselves. Since programs by nature are easily variable, elab

oration or modification of theory could be easily effected and 

evaluated using computer modeling techniques. Programs are more 

controllable and not subject to the environmentally introduced 

variables that plague classical psychological experimentation. 

As W. Ao Reitman said in his book, Cognition and Thought:
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In an information-processing model, we can state, 
manipulate, and deduce implications from our theories 
in a way that is at once sure, unambiguous, and yet inde
pendent of operations relating the theory to data on 
human behavior [2, p, 14],

And finally, the very process of programming develops a greater 

and more complete understanding of that which is programmed.

One of the problems which any field of study faces is the way 

in which its theories can be expressed. Without the rigorous 

language of mathematics the theories of the physical universe 

could not be understood. As mathematics, a computer’s language 

describes rigorously that which is programmed. In programming, 

all discontinuities and logical errors must be discovered or 

the program will either not run or not give the expected results. 

As Reitman said:

With verbal models, it is practically impossible to be 
sure that conclusions follow only from explicit assump
tions and that they in no way depend upon "unprogrammed" 
elements entering informally into the argument [2, p. 14],

Unfortunately, interdisciplinary co-action between 

research in artificial intelligence and psychology has been 

minimal. In general, psychology uses much more computer science 

than computer science uses psychology, but this is still not as 

it ought to be. The majority of work in artificial intelli

gence is being done without regard to the great resource repre

sented by psychology. The work is typically based on a common 
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like experimentation, and theory developed by the individual 
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computer scientist without regard to what might be potentially 

valuable psychological background. Even where the researchers 

are knowledgeable with psychological theory, there is typically 

no explicit attempt to apply that theory. This is at best a 

duplication of effort and at worst a completely invalid 

approach. These programs perform well for the most part and 

give in some cases what might be debatable signs of intelli

gence, but a very rudimentary level of intelligence. As a col

lectivity, however, they do not present a unified logical 

intellectual system.

On the other hand, psychologists for the most part con

tinue in traditional methods when the capabilities afforded by 

computer science have such tremendous potential.

There have always been exceptions to rules, and there 

are growing numbers of exceptions to this attitude. The work 

of Kenneth M. Colby is a prime example of the application of 

computer science to psychological work [3]. Colby’s work is 

centered on the development of an artificial belief system 

which can interact with human subjects and construct a belief 

structure which is analogous to that of the subject. One 

example of how a psychologist might use this structure is in
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developing an approach to treatment. The work of Robert Po 

Plummer is an example of psychological theory in use by a com

puter scientist. Plummer’s work involves the development of a 

model which interacts with a simulated environment to investi

gate the development of abilities in a computer system simi

lar to the development of hand and eye coordination by a child 

in the early stages of his development [4].

Plummer designed his program based on the developmen- 

tai theories of the Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget. Both of 

these programs are enjoying a measure of success.

Section 4 - The Paper

At the beginning of these comments it was stated that 

one purpose of this paper was to present a case for more inter

disciplinary co-action between artificial intelligence and 

psychology. The previous discussion has been presented to 

indicate why this type of co-action would be beneficial to 

both groups. Chapter 2 will introduce one psychological 

theory, the developmental theory of Jean Piaget--the theory on 

which the remainder of the paper is based. Chapter 3 will be

Plummer’s model shows some clear similarities to the 
model presented. The differences between the two programs 
will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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a short survey of selected artificial intelligence programs 

which are related to the model which will be presented in Chap

ter 4. Some of the psychological implications of these pro

grams (relative to Piaget's theory) will also be discussed in 

Chapter 3. Chapter 4 will describe a model which is intended 

to apply Piaget's theory to solving the problem of representing 

meaning in an artificial intelligence system. Chapter 5 will 

discuss the implementation of the model, the results for exper

imenting with the program, and problem area observed. Chap

ter 6 will discuss the consistency of the model with Piaget's 

theory, the difference between it and the other model dis

cussed, and the future of the program. The appendices contain 

detailed pictorial definition of the different structure uti

lized by the model and a listing of the programs which make up 

the model.



Chapter 2

THE THEORY

Section 1 - Piaget

The psychological background for the model to be 

described and for the remainder of this paper is the theory of 

developmental psychology developed in Jean Piaget. Piaget is 

a Swiss psychologist who, with his associates, has been working 

and publishing findings on the development of cognition in 

children since 1927o Piaget’s technique is built around obser

vation of a subject’s environment and behavior, development of 

a hypothesis about the structure that underlies that behavior, 

and testing that hypothesis by altering the environment, by 

presenting the problem differently, or by suggesting a response 

to the subject which conflicts with the hypothesis. Piaget’s 

work has become more widely known in recent years due to its 

consistency with contemporary views of the brain as an informa

tion processing system, and because of the availability of more 

information about his work. The lack of information about 

Piaget's work in this country is indicated by the fact that 

even though he has been publishing his work since 1927, the 

first concise and complete treatment of his theory was not

10
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available in the United States until 1963 when J. H. Flavell 

published his book [5].

In describing Piaget’s work, J. L. Phillips, the 

author of The Origins of Intellect--Piaget's Theory, said:

In any case, Piaget’s observations and formula
tions are today a definite focus of theoretical and 
professional interest in psychology. The theory is 
cognitive rather than associationistic; it is con
cerned primarily with structures rather than con- 
tent--with how the mind works rather than with what 
it does. It is concerned more with understanding 
than with prediction and control of behavior [6, p. 10].

Section 2 - Piaget’s Theory

Piaget’s theory is based on the concept of invariant 

functions which act on a dynamic structure. Structural change 

is what is known as cognitive development.

The theory requires that the subject interact with an 

environment. This interaction supplies the input to the cog

nitive system.

The two basic invariant functions are organization and 

adaptation. Organization is the function which relates to the 

methodology of an act, while adaptation is the dynamic aspect 

of organization--the function which varies the methodology of 

the act. Adaptation and organization are tightly woven 

together. An underlying organization is a prerequisite to 

adaptation. Piaget stated:
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Organization is inseparable from adaptation. They 
are two complementary processes of a single mechanism, 
the first being the internal aspect of the cycle of 
which adaptation constitutes the external aspect. . . . 
It is by adapting to things that thought organizes 
itself and it is by organizing itself that it struc
tures things [7, ppo 7-8].

Adaptation is made up of two cognitive operators which 

are called assimilation and accommodation. These invariant 

operators are continually applied to the cognitive structure 

to produce a modified structure. These operators are prede

fined and in operation from the very first.

Assimilation is defined as occurring whenever the sys

tem utilizes something from the external environment and incor

porates it into the cognitive structure. An example commonly 

given for this is the ingestion of food. The food is taken 

from the environment, changed in a chemical process, and incor

porated into the body. This is a form or assimilation. Jo Lo 

Phillips describes assimilation by saying.

In sum, the input is changed to fit the existing 
"mediating" processes. The organism is always active, 
and its cognitions--even perception of its immediate 
surroundings--are as much a function of this activity 
as they are of the physical properties of the environ
ment [ 6, p. 8 ].

Accommodation is defined as the mechanism by which the 

mediating processes are being changed by the input. In the 
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example of ingestion, the change of the body chemistry which is 

required to allow the body to accept and use the food is a 

type of accommodation.

There is never pure accommodation or assimilation.

Both are always present to some extent in every cognitive 

process. Behavior is considered most adaptive when they are 

in balance. Temporary imbalance is defined as imitating when 

accommodation is more active than assimilation, and playing 

when assimilation is the more active. An example given by 

Phillips is a baby looking at a rattle and picking it up. The 

structure relates the means (looking, reaching, grasping) and 

the end (sensory stimulation) [6, p. 7], The basic structural 

unit is called the schema. Flavell gives a preliminary defini

tion:

A schema is a cognitive structure which has 
reference to a class of similar actions sequences, 
these sequences of necessity being strong, bounded 
totalities in which the constituent behavioral ele
ments are tightly interrelated [5, ppo 53-55].

Phillips describes schema by stating, ”. . . they form a kind 

of framework onto which incoming sensory data can fit-~indeed 

must fit; but it is a framework that is continually changing 

its shape, the better to assimilate those data [6, p. 9]."
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Unlike many of his contemporaries, Piaget believes that 

there is a built-in need for cognitive system to function.

That is, there is a built-in motivation to adapt. Piaget does 

not deny that the primary physical drives of hunger, thirst, 

sex, etc., motivate cognition, but he does feel that there is 

a necessary and sufficient drive that is inherent in the cog

nitive system. In Flavell’s words:

The cognizing organism is neither pulled from with
out by external stimuli which, in poultice fashion, 
draw or "elicit" reactions from him, nor is he primar
ily pushed from within by imperious bodily needs of 
which cognition is a mere instrumentality (as in early 
Freudian theory)o Rather, the "need" to cognize is 
contained in and almost synonymous with intellectual 
activity itself, an assimilatory activity whose essen
tial nature it is to function [5, p. 80],

Another important part of the theory is the Piagetian 

concept of structural equilibrium. As Phillips states: "It 

was the inspiration for the theory in the first place and 

remains its overarching principle [6, p. 10]." The concept is 

that the cognitive structure is continually moving towards a 

state of equilibrium at which point it is better defined-- 

sharper and closer to complete equilibrium--but it still con

tains discontinuities which cause it to progress to another 

state of relative equilibrium. Piaget has listed these states
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of relative equilibrium (stages), and asserts that they are 

universal in human development. These stages always occur in 

the same in the development of a child, but do not always 

occur at the same age. At equilibrium accommodation and assim

ilation are in balance; that is, behavior is completely adap

tive. As Flavell states:

In short, intelligent, functioning, when equilibrium 
obtains, is made up of a balanced recipe of about equal 
parts of assimilation and accommodation. Through this 
fine balance, a both realistic (accommodation) and 
meaningful (assimilation) rapport between subject and 
object is secured [5, po 65].

Thus, by the internal drive of cognition for cognition’s sake 

and the natural progression toward structural equilibrium, the 

organism develops, aided by the natural physical drives related 

to the organism’s physical needs and the surrounding environ

ment .

The next portion of Piaget’s theory which will be 

treated here is the make-up of meaningo This involves the con

cept of models of realityo These models of reality are based 

on the existing structure. For example, the meaning of the 

word mountain may be based on the sensory-motor schemata of 

climbing a mountain long before the symbol (i.e., the word 

mountain) is related to that schema or to other symbols which 

form a semantic definition. Thus, meaning is based on structural 
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organization of schemata which constitutes a model to the 

organism in terms which are significant to the organism, Piaget 

states:

No one has ever "seen” a mountain or even an inkwell 
from all sides at once in a simultaneous view of their 
different aspects. . . . In order to perceive these indi
vidual realities as real objects, it is essential to com
plete what one sees by what one knows. Concerning the 
"signifier," it is nothing other than the few perceptible 
qualities recorded simultaneously and at the present time 
by my sensory organs, qualities by which I recognize a 
mountain and an inkwell. . . . Here again the signifier 
refers to a system of schemata (of vision, prehension, 
hearing, sucking, etc.) and only has meaning, even with 
regard to the precise image given through perception, in 
relation to the whole of the system [7, p. 190].

It can be seen then that a model of some physical reality is 

developed in the cognitive structure based on the subject’s 

perception of that reality through his senses. The more the 

subject interacts with the environment and the more the struc

ture is changed through adaptation, the closer the internal 

model comes to fully describing the reality.

Finally, Piaget’s theory

. . . accepts with the theory of groping the interpre
tation that acts originating in the subject either 
drop out, get established as is, or get established 
with correction, as a function of their success in 
coping with objects. However, such gropings with 
after-the-fact selection by reality are never initi
ated in complete independence from the milieu; all 
present cognitive behavior is constructed on the base 
of past accommodatory experience with the outside world 
and has some reality-oriented aim [5,p. 77],
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To sum up this brief discussion of some of the major 

points of Piaget's theory which relate to modeling of intellec

tual development, consider Flavell’s statement: "We do not 

inherit cognitive structure as such; these come into being 

only in the course of development. What we do inherit is a 

modus operand!, a specific manner in which we transact busi

ness with the environment [5, p. 43]."

Section 3 - Why Piaget's Theory

In utilizing Piaget's theory, it is not the intention 

of this paper to endorse that theory as the best and most cor

rect available. Certainly that is completely without the realm 

of a paper on computer science. In pursuing the idea of utili

zation of psychological theory in artificial intelligence work 

it is hoped that all psychological work will be consulted that 

concerns the problem under consideration.

Piaget's theory was utilized in this paper for three 

general reasons. First, Piaget's theory was familiar to the 

writer. Piaget’s theory was introduced in graduate level arti

ficial intelligence courses at the University of Houston, 

Houston, Texas, computer science department. Second, Piaget's 

theory was directed towards the developmental side of cognition.
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This was the area of interest of the writer. Third, Piaget’s 

theory is structured in such a way as to be very consistent 

with the capabilities presently utilized in many artificial 

intelligence models (even though these models were not designed 

with Piaget in mind).

Consider some examples of the consistency of Piaget’s 

theory with artificial intelligence. Piaget’s ideas about 

structure seem very consistent with the type of structures 

utilized in contemporary artificial intelligence programs. 

That is, a structure which is made up of a fairly rigid frame

work (schemata) into which incoming sets of related information 

is placed and then related by the structure to other stored 

sets of information. The structure grows and changes with the 

introductions of more information which is incorporated into 

more interrelated schema. This is very much in agreement with 

the net-like list structures typically used in artificial 

intelligence program. Some specific examples will be dis

cussed in Chapter 3.

The concept of invariant predefined operators which are 

applied to the cognitive structure and effect change and growth 

of that structure certainly fits into contemporary model 

design. In any model, the incoming information must be changed 
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into a form which is useful to that model and fitted into the 

structure (assimilation); likewise, when that information is 

placed into the structure, the structure itself must change to 

accept that information (accommodation). This is consistent 

with Piaget even if it only amounts to translation of incoming 

information to a structured format and storing that format in a 

list (assimilation) by changing pointers to fit that format 

into the list (accommodation). In contemporary artificial 

intelligence as in Piaget's theory, these operators are prede

fined and invariant, while the structure is variable.

Piaget's concept of the importance of the primary phy

sical drives in motivation of cognitive activity is also con

sistent with (and even comforting to) contemporary artificial 

intelligence work which typically lacks any motivation based on 

physical needs. Piaget indicates that it is not necessary for 

for a program to model physical drives since this typo of moti

vation is a "subset” of a more general mechanism which he calls 

"the need to function."

The idea of internal models of reality is consistent 

with artificial intelligence work. In every program which 

attempts to give meaning to reality, the meaning is basically 

formed by an internal model. Unlike Piaget's theory, however,
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these models typically are high level models; that is, the 

models are made up of units of information higher than Piaget’s 

sensory-motor perception information. Normally, models utilize 

words, symbols, and number?in giving meaning to reality. The 

meaning consists of the interrelationship among words, numbers, 

or symbols as defined by the structure. But, even though at a 

different level than Piaget’s concepts, they are internal models 

just the same.

The idea of groping is often utilized in developmental 

or learning programs. This concept of Piaget’s is normally 

recognized as a necessary part of a learning program if that 

program, is to have the ability to discover new things to be 

added to its structure.

It can easily be seen that the terminology and general 

concepts of Piaget parallel many contemporary artificial intel

ligence efforts in many ways, usually by change. Some specific 

examples will be presented in the next chapter. There are some 

very important differences, however, between Piaget’s theory 

and contemporary artificial intelligence programs. It is some 

of these differences that are discussed in subsequent chapters 

and are treated by the model presented in Chapter 4.



Chapter 3

A SURVEY OF RELATED WORK

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss some contem

porary artificial intelligence programs which bear a resemblance 

to Piaget’s theory and which relate to the program presented in 
*

Chapter 4. In all but one case, these programs were designed 

without any intention to utilize Piaget’s theory. But in each 

case the program fits some Piagetian concepts. Why? The only 

answer is because those facilities work. These programs fall 

into three general categories: processors, learners, and 

interactive learners. Example programs which are typical of 

each category will be discussed in detail.

Section 1 - Processors

Processors are programs which utilize a cognitive 

structure in some form of information processing, but exhibit 

no learning. The structure is predefined to the program. 

Since learning'i.s not intended, those attributes of Piaget’s 

theory which concern development are lacking. Processors are

''The relationship between the programs discussed here 
and the program presented in Chapter 4 will be made clearer in 
Chapter 4,
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designed to solve a variety of problems. Processors include 

question-answering programs, semantic processors, analogy 

solvers, some game playing programs, and others. Two examples 

of processors are Quillian’s semantic memory [1, pp. 227-270], 

and ARGUS [2, pp. 203-226],

Quillian’s Semantic Memory

In Quillian’s semantic memory, meaning is defined in 

the relationship among words in a highly interconnected struc

ture. Different types of interconnections or links determine 

the type of interrelationship between the words linked. An 

example of this structure is given in Figure 1. By interpret

ing the different types of links, the meaning of words can be 

determined. Figure 1 is a structure which represents Webster’s 

definition of mountain as "any part of a land mass which pro

jects conspicuously above its surroundings [8]." "Mountain" is 

linked to "mass" by a link which indicates that "mountain" is a 

subclass of "land mass." "Land mass" is modified by "above." 

"Above" participates in a link which indicates that "above" 

specifies the manner by which "mass" (indicated by "A" because 

it is used more than once in the structure) is related to 

"surroundings." That is, "mass" is "above" "surroundings." 

"Above" is further modified by "projects," and "projects" by
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'’conspicuously.” Therefore, "mountain” is that subclass of 

"land mass" which "projects conspicuously above surroundings." 

Since "surroundings" is modified by "mass" ("=A" again), it 

can be determined that the surroundings referenced are the 

land mass’s surroundings. The dotted lines shown connect the 

words used in this structural definition of mountain to more 

structure which defines those words.V

Quillian has written a program which uses this struc

ture in comparing and contrasting words. Two words are given 

as input, and the program searches through the structure until 

an intersection between their schema is located. The program 

traces the path between the words via the intersection. This 

path is formatted into crude English statements and outputted 

to the experimenter. This path description describes the rela

tionship between the two words.

It can be seen that Quillian utilizes schema which is 

related to other schema to provide a Piaget-like cognitive 

structure which defines the program’s perception of reality. 

The schema is, as in Piaget’s theory, a framework into which 

incoming information fits. The framework in this case is a 

structure of different types of relational links. Although the 

program does not learn and therefore has no adaptation facility.
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it would seem that if learning were to be added, it would be 

implemented in a manner consistent with the adaptive concepts 

of Piaget. Some facility would be required which would change 

the incoming information into the schema of linked words and 

add that schema to the structure (assimilation). Likewise, the 

structure would have to change existing links, add new links, 

and add nodes to accept that new schema (accommodation).

No physical drives are present in Quillian’s program. 

The program's behavior is simply "wired-in," much in the way 

that Piaget discusses the "wired-in" need to function.

Although Quillian utilizes a Piaget-like structure and 

gives meaning by an internal model of reality as perceived by 

the program (in this case words related to other words), this 

system does not relate the schema to reality in the manner 

which Piaget intended. There is no facility to relate those 

words to the physical reality of those words. Figure 1 indi

cates what the word mountain means to Quillian's program. The 

word only has meaning in the way it relates to other words. 

There is no relation to what mountain means to the program 

itself in physical reality. Piaget requires that mountain not 

only be defined in a semantic way, but through a sensory-motor 

perceptual model as well. For this to be possible, the system 
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must be able to interact with a physical environment and gain 

understanding of the components of that environment in terms 

of how it perceives that component and how it can affect that 

component. This is the missing facility which causes the 

greatest inconsistency with Piaget.

ARGUS

Reitman’s ARGUS is a program which was designed with 

the goal of making a system sensitive to the information it is 

processing. That is, its goal is to give the information some 

meaning to the system so that alternatives can be assessed 

based on the desirability of the alternative to the system. 

The system was also designed to possess a form of parallel 

processing, an ability to be interrupted or distracted from 

one process by another with the ability to return to the orig

inal process, and the facility to forget. Reitman felt that 

these facilities more accurately simulated the human process 

than programs like GPS [9, pp. 207-216] and LT [9, pp. 109-133] 

which progressed single-mindedly toward a goal without any 

sensitivity to what is being processed.

In order to accomplish these goals, Reitman created a 

cognitive structure of "active" elements. This structure not 

only defines the relationship between semantic elements, as in 
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Quillian’s semantic memory, but also indicates a relative 

strength of each association and a current state for the ele

ment. The current state of the element and strength of the 

relationship are dynamic and make up the active part of the 

elements. The current state of the element consists of five 

parameters which define how active the element is (i.e., how 

much it is in use), the level of activity above which the ele

ment is to "fire” (i.e., affect other elements and come to the 

attention of the program), and how much effect that element 

will have on others when it fires. Although the contents of 

the structure are dynamic, like Quillian’s program, the struc

ture itself is not dynamic and does not change. It is prede

fined and given to the program by the experimenter. Figure 2 

shows a sample of the structure used by ARGUS. "Snow” is 

related to "white” by a link which indicates that "white” is an 

attribute of "snow.” The strength of this link is low--equal 

to 1. "Snow” has a state equal to W and "white” has a state of 

X. The link between "snow" and "cold" is also an attribute 

link, but this time the strength is greater. "White" and 

"black" are related in the same way as "cold" and "hot" are 

related--they are opposites.

ARGUS is given an analogy problem of the form A:B::C: 

(W, X, Y, or Z). ARGUS must determine which of the choices of
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FIGURE 2

TYPICAL ARGUS STRUCTURE
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W, X, Y, or Z is related to C in the same way B is related to 

A. ARGUS searches the structure modifying the states of the 

various elements of the structure which are accessed in the 

search. If an element reaches the proper level of activity, 

it will fire, and in doing so it will affect other elements, 

possibly causing them to fire spontaneously. The element that 

fires should be the element which contains’.the correct- answer 

to the problem presented.

It is quickly seen that the comments made concerning 

Quillian’s program also apply to ARGUS. The information is 

maintained through schema which is related to other schema. In 

this case the schema is more complicated due to the active 

parts of the structure. The schema interrelated to other 

schema form a structure which defines the information in terms 

of an internal model. Unlike Quillian’s semantic memory, how

ever, Reitman’s structure includes facilities which attempt to 

relate that which is stored to the program through the idea of 

active structure and elemental firing. The words are related 

to one another, and to the system through the effect that one 

element can have on the rest of the structure. However, this 

is still not the relationship that Piaget would wish. ARGUS 

does not interact with its environment, and therefore cannot
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develop the sensory-motor model of the components of its 

environment that Piaget’s theory requires.

As in Quillian’s program, learning in ARGUS would also 

require structural change through a form of assimilation and 

accommodation. And as in Quillian’s program, no physical 

drives exist--once again the program’s motivation is ’’wired- 

in.”

Section 2 - Learners

Learners are programs which are designed to develop 

through changes to a cognitive structure. An excellent example 

of this type of program is EPAM [9, pp. 297-309].

EPAM

Feigenbaum’s Elementary Perceiver and Memorizer (EPAM) 

is designed to perform in a manner similar to human subjects 

in memorizing lists of'nonsense words (serial-anticipation) and 

in associating one nonsense word with another (paired-associa

tion). In order to accomplish this, EPAM utilizes a binary

tree structure as shown in Figure 3. The structure consists of 

test nodes, branches, and terminal nodes. Each test node 

defines a test which is applied to an inputted word by EPAM 

when the node is reached. These tests are used to determine
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if the word being tested has some physical characteristic 

which was defined in the test when the node was built. Depend

ing on the outcome of the test, EPAM then progresses to the 

next node of the structure via either the test successful 

branch (+) or the test not successful branch (-). If the 

structure is sufficient, eventually a terminal node is reached 

which contains either the word or a cue to the word that was 

related to the inputted word. If the structure is not suffi

cient, new nodes are created and added to the structure.

As in the case of the other programs discussed, this 

program is consistent with Piaget in terms of the make up and 

use of the structure. A framework of a set of interconnected 

nodes into which incoming sets of related words must fit is. 

provided, parallel to Piaget's schema. These schema are related 

to other schema to provide an internal model of the program’s 

view of reality.

Unlike the processors, however (and consistent with 

Piaget), the structure is dynamic and structural change is 

equated to cognitive growth.

Since EPAM does develop, a Piaget-like adaptive facil

ity is provided. EPAM changes incoming words to schema of 

tests, branches, and terminal nodes, and incorporates that
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FIGURE 3

TYPICAL EPAM STRUCTURE
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schema into the structure (assimilation)a Likewise, the new 

nodes and branches are added to the old structure through 

changes to existing branches and nodes (accommodation)„

Like processors, EPAM has no physical drives. Its 

motivation is wired-in. Unlike processors, EPAM has a groping 

facility. When a new word is inputted, the structure adapted, 

and groping is essential for that adaptation. EPAM chooses 

some characteristic of that new word and develops new schema 

designed to allow that word to be discriminated. If the char

acteristics chosen are sufficient, the next time the word is 

inputted the proper response will be made. If they are not 

sufficient, further adaptation will be required.

Finally, like the processor, EPAM assigns meaning in 

terms of relationships among words. EPAM is only "one-way” 

interactive with a verbal environment. EPAM categorizes the 

environment but does not act on it. EPAM is not fully inter

active with a physical environment and can have no understand

ing of the information it processes in terms of sensory-motor 

perceptions of a physical environment.

Section 3 - Interactive Learners

This class of programs interact with an environment 

and develop utilizing a changing cognitive structure. These 
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programs are the nearest to being completely consistent with 

Piaget’s theory. The program presented in Chapter 4 fits into 

this class. Examples of interactive learners include Doran’s 

automaton [10] and Plummer’s programs mentioned in Chapter 1.

Doran’s Automaton

Doran’s automaton interacts with a simulated physical 

environment to produce behavior which is analogous to a rat 

attempting to cope with its surroundings. The environment 

that is involved is similar to a maze. The environment that 

is involved is similar to a maze. An example of this environ

ment is shown in Figure 4. The exact construction of the 

environment as to size and placement of interior walls is vari

able. This environment is represented in the computer by a 

list structure made up of letters which define the walls and 

borders of the environment. The letters also represent to the 

program the desirability of being in that portion of the envi

ronment defined by those letters. For example, a wall might 

be represented by a row of "A’s," where "A” represents an area 

of comfort to the programs. If the automaton is then positioned 

by a wall of "A’s," it experiences comfort. The program is 

driven by a function which works to otimize the "pleasure" 

experienced by the system. That is, there is a set of parameters
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FIGURE 4

EXAMPLE OF DORAN’S ENVIRONMENT



associated with each position the automaton may be in (the 

state of the system)o
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The system perceives its environment through a know

ledge of the state which it is in. This includes a set of 

parameters which identify where the automaton is within the 

environment in terms of the distance the automaton is from the 

wall it is facing. The system, then, has a facility roughly 

equivalent to sight. The system also remembers the last move

ment the automaton made. The system therefore interacts with 

the environment through a perceptual facility akin to sight, 

and a motor ability akin to locomotion.

Although this program has a very limited sensory-motor 

capability, it does exhibit many facilities which are consis

tent with Piaget’s theory. It is clear that like the learning 

programs, Doran’s automaton is consistent with Piaget in struc

ture, use of structure, adaptation, and modeling of reality. 

In addition, this program is interactive at a physical level 

and relates information stored in its structure to the physical 

environment through a perceptual model of the environmentv The 

automaton has a model of mountain, for example, which is related 

to the desirability of a system state which relates to prox

imity to the mountain, the proper way to reach (or escape) 

that state,the motor implications of reaching that state.
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Doran's automaton has a definite groping facility 

which he calls "explore." This facility causes the system to 

grope for an action when it reaches an unfamiliar state. Based 

on the outcome of the action taken, it may reach a new state. 

New structure is added to the memory through this facility, 

and the automaton is ultimately able to construct "plans" for 

reaching desired states.

However, Doran's automaton is still lacking in being 

completely consistent with Piaget. The internal model is in 

terms of the states that the system may be in and in terms of 

the transitions between states. This is still not quite the 

same as Piaget's model of the actual components of the physi

cal environment in terms of the sensory perceptions which are 

obtained from that component and the effects of motor activity 

on that component.

Finally, Doran has so far investigated only motivation 

based on physical drives. The sole motivation of the system 

is to maximize pleasure. There is no cognitive functioning 

motivated strictly by a need to function.

Plummer’s Program

Plummer's program is designed to simulate sensory-motor 

learning which is similar to that observable in children. This 
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involves the coordination of hand and eye movement. Plummer’s 

model is the only program discussed here which is a true 

attempt to apply Piaget’s theory. Like Doran's program, this 

system utilizes a simulated environment made up of a list 

structure. An example of this environment is shown in Figure 5. 

The environment is contained within a border and may contain 

objects of various shapes, sizes, and characteristics. The sys

tem interfaces with this environment by means of facilities 

which are akin to touch and sight. That is, a movable window, 

represented by the dotted square in Figure 5, represents the 

area of the environment which can be viewed by the system. The 

system may move this window or "eye” anywhere within the envi

ronment. An arm, represented by the narrow rectangle, can also 

be moved anywhere within the environment and may be used to 

push objects within the environment. The arm has a sense of 

touch which informs the system of contact between the arm and 

an object and of the relative location of the point of contact 

on the arm. The system's view of the environment, then, con

sists of a field of view within the environment and a percep

tion of the arm contact with something. This is contrasted 

with the knowledge of a state in Doran's program.
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e

FIGURE 5

PLUMMER’S ENVIRONMENT
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The structure utilized by the program is typified by 

Figure 6. The structure is basically an EPAM-type net which 

consists of test nodes and action nodes linked by paths which 

are reached either through the performance of an action (ije., 

eye movement or arm movement) or by the successful or unsuc

cessful outcome of a test. It should also be noted that after 

an action, the system may return to the test node which led to 

that action, allowing a retest to occur. The tests performed 

compare that which is presently being perceived by the system 

through its sight and touch facilities to what had been per

ceived and stored as part of the test node when the test was 

constructed. A groping facility is provided which causes the 

system to make exploratory movements if it reaches a position 

in the structure which has no structure beyond it. Based on 

the principle that the number of tests which are satisfied 

should be as great as possible, the grope facility attempts to 

add a substructure which identifies situations in which known 

actions will lead to satisfaction of the "parent1* test.

In addition to the grope facility, another facility is included 

which adds structure for the purpose of maximizing stimulus. 

That is, a series of operations similar to those involved in 

groping is performed with the goal of adding structure, which 

leads to maximizing the amount of area of the arm which
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PLUMMER'S STRUCTURE
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is in contact with something and the amount of area of the 

eye which contains something. Also included in the system are 

facilities for updating the structure (forgetting) by removing 

parts which are ineffective (i.e., those structures which do 

not maximize stimulation or successful tests)o

In operation, the program is given an initial structure 

and a predefined environment. Based on the grope and stimulus 

learning facilities, the system grows structure and interacts 

with its environment to eventually produce a structure which 

coordinates hand and eye movement.

Consistent with Piaget, Plummer’s program depends upon 

a cognitive structure to function. Cognitive development is 

provided by structural change. Plummer’s structure is made up 

of Piaget-like schemata which are frameworks of interconnected 

test and action nodes. The relationship among the schemata 

which make up the cognitive structure defines an internal model 

of the physical environment in terms of the perception of that 

environment through the two senses of touch and sight and in 

terms of the motor effect on that environment through eye and 

arm movement. This perceptual information is formed into 

schema and added to the structure (assimilation), while the 

structure is modified to accept the schema by the changing of 

branches and addition of nodes (accommodation). Plummer’s 
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program is motivated by a drive to increase stimulation from 

its senses and to maximize the effectiveness of the structure. 

The drive to maximize stimulation can be related to a type of 

physical drive, while the drive to improve the structure is 

strictly an internal need to function. Thus there is a mix of 

physical and mental drives as Piaget theorizes is at work in 

human development. Plummer causes adaptation through a grop

ing facility which is put into action when the program is in 

an unfamiliar situation. The facility allows the system to 

take some action even though it has no reason or experience 

from which to choose an action and incorporate that action, 

if desirable, into the structure.
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THE BASIC MODEL

Section 1 - Purpose

As alluded to in Chapter 1, the purpose of building 

this model is the construction of a tool to investigate repre

sentation of meaning in a computer simulation of human-like, 

cognitive development based on Piaget’s theory (this is unlike 

Plummer’s program, which is concerned with simulation of the 

sensory-motor stage of human development, and Doran’s automa

ton, which does not explicitly apply psychological theory). 

This goal requires that meaning be based on sensory-motor per

ceptual models of reality. The program must, then, interact 

with an environment and through that interaction produce and 

adapt a cognitive structure.

A program which can interact with the human environment 

through the sensory-motor facilities available to man is out

side the scope of this paper. This model, like Plummer’s and 

Doran’s programs, is, therefore, designed to provide a simu

lated organism which interacts with a simulated environment 

utilizing a set of simulated sensory-motor facilities. The 
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environment and facilities provided are designed to be 

conceptually analogous to a subset of man'so

The model is a set of programs and structures which 

fall into three general categories: the environment, the 

organism, and the utilities. The environment and the organism 

may be described subjectively from three different viewpoints: 

from that of the experimenter who uses the model, from that of 

the organism as it interacts with the environment, or from that 

of the programmer who created the model. The remainder of this 

chapter will discuss the programs and structures which make up 

these facilities from all three viewpoints, concentrating pri

marily on the organism and experimenter viewpoints. It should 

be noted that Appendix A provides a detailed set of examples of 

the structures utilized by the programs and Appendix B provides 

a set of listings for all of the programs which make up the 

model.

Section 2 - The Environment

From the experimenter's viewpoint, the environment may 

be pictured as a plane divided into cells. This is best typified

&The utilities consist of a set of housekeeping programs 
which are used by the model but have no bearing on the actual 
behavior of the model. For this reason they will not be dis
cussed. The utility program listings are included in Appendix B. 
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by a sheet of graph paper which is ruled off into a number of 

squares (’'cells") » Each cell may or may not contain some

thing. The nature of the contents of the cells defines the 

environment and its contents.

The size and shape of the subjective environment (i.e., 

the environment in which the organism exists) is defined 

through the specification of boundary cells (see Figure 7). 

The boundary cells (or "B" cells) form a wall around the sub

jective environment and thereby define the size and the shape 

of the environment. It can readily be seen from the two 

examples given by Figure 7a and 7b that the variety of sizes 

and shapes for environments are limited only by the size of 

the graph paper and the relative size of the cells. The larger 

the cells, the fewer the number of shapes possible. Consider, 

for example, the impossibility of defining a round environment 

when the graph paper consists of only a few large cells.

The environment can contain any number of objects 

which may have varied sizes and shapes. The objects are 

defined in the same manner as the environmental boundary. An 

object is defined in size and shape through the delineation of

rCGraph paper is, in fact, the means by which the 
experimenter presently lays out an environment. The graph 
paper representation must then be coded into a list structure 
for input to the program.
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ENVIRONMENT EXAMPLES
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the environmental cells which make up the body of that object. 

In Figure 8, for example, a rectangular object is defined in 

terms of the sixteen environmental cells which make it up. As 

the environment itself, the object’s size and shape depend on 

the size of the graph paper and the relative size of the cells.

Each object has two physical characteristics besides 

shape and size: color and movability. Each object is assigned 

a color. There is no constraint on the assignment of colors; 

each object may have the same color as or a different color 

from each other object. Colors are fixed through a single 

experimental run, but they may be varied by the experimenter 

between runs. Each object may be defined as being fixed or 

movable. A fixed object cannot be moved by the organism, 

while a movable object may. The boundary is always automati

cally defined as fixed. As with color, the experimenter may 

vary movability between runso

Objects obey a set of physical laws which require: no 

two objects may occupy the same cells at the same time, objects 

cannot be moved through the boundary, and only one object may 

be moved by the organism at a time. If one object is moved 

against a second object, it cannot be moved any further since 

it cannot occupy the same space as the second object and since 

the organism is not "strong enough" to push two objects at once.
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FIGURE 8*

ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECT

■Note: "OBJ" denotes that part of an object lies in that cell.



Also included in the environment is a physical 

representation of the organism itself as shown in Figure 9. 

The organism’s body is limited to a square shape and a flesh 
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color, but is variable in size. The organism is defined in 

the same manner as an object. The organism's hand (represented 

by the "H” in Figure 9) is flesh colored and is the size and 

shape of one cell. The hand is not connected to the body by a 

visible arm (i.e,, an arm which is defined in terms of cells). 

The hand appears to float about the organism's body—discon

nected but completely controllable. The hand is limited in the 

distance it may move away from the body. This is specified by 

the experimenter before a run. The hand has complete freedom 

of movement within this limit. Thus, a sort of arm does 

exist--an arm which consists of a limitation to hand movement.

The environment and its contents take on a different 

appearance when considered from the organism's viewpoint. The 

organism perceives only a part of the environment at a time, 

and that part does not appear as a graph paper layout as it 

does to the experimenter. The organism can perceive only the 

portion of the environment that is in contact with the sensory 

facilities provided to that organism. As the discussion on the
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FIGURE 9

THE ORGANISM

Note: "ORG" denotes organism and "H" denotes hand
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sensory modalities will show, the environment is "coded by 

these senses to a form which represents the environment being 

viewed, but does not represent it in a graph paper form. For 

this reason, the organism can never perceive the reality of its 

environment as it actually exists and is viewed by the experi

menter. The organism can develop a concept of that reality 

only through the development of the internal models of that 

reality based on perceptual impressions of that reality.

Finally, in the viewpoint of the programmer, the envi

ronment and the objects which are contained in that environment 

consist of a set of list structures containing alphanumeric 

characters defining the characteristics of the environment which 

can be manipulated by a set of programs. The structures include 

a list representation of the environmental "floor plan" shown 

in Figure 8 through 10; a list which defines the position, move

ment, limits, etc., of the organism’s hand; a list which defines 

the organism in terms of cells and the other characteristics 

mentioned; and an index list of the objects which occupy the 

environment. Appendix B shows the exact form and makeup of 

these lists.

Section 3 - The Organism

From the experimenter’s viewpoint, the organism is made 

up of a set of sensory modalities, motor facilities, and a 
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cognitive structure which controls their operation. The 

sensory facilities translate the part of the environment under 

their view into perceptual impressions which can be manipulated 

by the cognitive facilities of the organism and can be stored 

in the cognitive structure. The motor facilities can be oper

ated by the organism to allow it to manipulate its environment 

in a limited sense. The cognitive structure directs the organ

ism’s activity and provides it with a structural understanding 

of the environment, the contents of the environment, the physi

cal laws of the environment, the organism itself, etc.

From the organism’s viewpoint, the organism consists of 

a physical part (described in the preceding section) which is 

under ’’conscious” control and a mental part which provides that 

"conscious” control but is itself primarily "unconscious.” The 

mental organism consists of a set of motor abilities and sen

sory perceptions and an "unconscious” ability to relate them 

and to adapt to new situations.

From the programmer’s viewpoint, the organism is a col

lection of programs and list structures under the direction of 

an executive program. The executive utilities a net structure 

in directing the use of the other programs in manipulating the 

structures.
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The Sense Modalities

In defining an optical sense which would logically 

fit with the environment provided, a primary goal was to pro

vide a facility which would be two-dimensionally analogous to 

human vision. This is necessary to investigate meaning in a 

manner consistent with Piaget’s theory. For example, it would 

not be consistent to allow the organism to see a square object 

as a square, since the organism "lives" in the same plane that 

the square exists in. Some method of perceiving this object in 

a way which would allow the organism to develop a concept of 

square, similar to the way in which man develops a concept of 

mountain without seeing it from all directions at once, is nec

essary. For this reason, the concept of visual perception as 

related to the number of dimensions of the perceiver as dis

cussed by the mathematician Edwin A. Abbot in his book. Flat

land [ 1 j.]. was utilized in creating the sensory facility.

Abbot’s concept is basically that a two-dimensional 

being existing in a two-dimensional environment will visually 

perceive all objects as a line (i.e., one dimensionally) which 

has a shading variation. For example, consider Figure 10. To 

the two-dimensional eye, the circle in Figure 10a appears as 

(or is coded to) the line in Figure 10b. Point a on the circum

ference of the circle nearest the eye would appear closer (be
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b. Scene viewed by organism’s ’’eye"

FIGURE 10

VISION
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"shaded differently" in Abbot’s terminology) than the other 

points in view. The way in which the points along the line 

appear in terms of distance from the eye defines the shape of 

the object. Thus, the object cannot be perceived as a circle. 

A concept of circle can be developed, however, through an 

internal model based upon a series of visual perceptions of 

that circle as a group of "shaded" lines.

In the model, then, the organism is given a sense of 

vision which allows the object to be perceived as a colored 

straight line consisting of points which vary in distance from 

the organism’s eye. This is accomplished through the use of 

Optical Temporary Memory (OTM) which contains the color and 

point/distance information of anything in the organism’s field 

of view. The OTM is automatically updated anytime a change 

occurs in the environment and, therefore, always reflects what

ever is in the field of view. The OTM may be read or stored 

in the cognitive net by the organism at will. The field of 

view is defined as a rectangular area of predetermined length 

which originates at a particular side of the organism and is 

the width of that side of the organism. For example see 

Figure 11. The position of the field of view is controlled by 

an eye movement motor facility.
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FIGURE 11

FIELD OF VIEW
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The organism is also provided with a tactile sense 

which is much more rudimentary than that discussed by Abbot or 

provided by Plummer in his program. The sense informs the 

organism of contact between the organism's hand or body and any 

object or boundary. No facility is provided (such as Plummer's 

tactile sense which locates the point of contact on the organ

ism's arm) beyond this. This sense is provided through a 

Tactile Temporary Memory (TTM) which, like the OTM, is continu

ally updated and can be read or stored at will.

Finally, the organism has a facility which can be con

sidered as a motor-feedback sense. The organism is able to 

determine the last movement made by each of its motor facili

ties. A Motor Temporary Memory (MTM) which works similarly to 

the OTM and TTM fulfills this function.

It should be pointed out that the organism has no pre

defined understanding of the significance of these senses (or 

the motor facilities either, for that matter). The three tempo

rary memories are automatically kept updated with no "conscious" 

effort on the part of the organism. The significance of and 

the relationship among their contents and the relationship 

between them and the environment must be learned by the organ

ism through experience and development of cognitive structure.
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In summary, then, it is felt that the sensory facili

ties describe--especially the visual mechanism which does not 

allow the organism to perceive the environment as it "physi- 

cally” exists, will provide a model in which the investigation 

of meaning will be more straightforward than in a system such 

as Plummer*so

Motor Facilities

The organism is provided with four basic motor facili

ties. These consist of body movement, hand movement, eye move

ment, and hand action.

The hand and body movement facilities allow the organ

ism to move its hand or body right, left, forward, or backward 

at will. The direction of movement is relative to the direc

tion that the organism is facing. The organism's face is 

considered to be the side of the organism from which the field 

of vision (FOV) originates. Each time the facility is used, a 

movement equal to a distance of one environmental cell is 

effected. Thus, if the organism were to move its body three 

cells to the right,, it would have to perform a'body right" 

fur-cticn three times in succession. The hand is carried along 

with the body, or it can be moved separately.
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The eye movement facility allows the organism to move 

its FOV either right or left from its original position. Each 

time the function is exercised, the FOV origin changes so that 

it emanates from the side of the organism indicated. That is, 

the organism moves its '’head.'* For example consider Figure 12. 

Thus, the FOV can originate at any side of the organism and can 

be moved to any other side by the use of the eye movement 

facility.

The hand action function simply allows the organism to 

open or close its hand. This gives the organism the ability 

to grasp an object (or its body) and move that object.

Each time one of these facilities is exercised, the 

MTM is automatically updated to reflect the last movement of 

each type made.

To further explain both the sensory and motor abilities 

of the organism, the example in Figure 13 will be discussed. 

As shown in Figure 13a, the organism is originally positioned 

so that its FOV contains nothing. This is indicated by an 

empty OTM. Its body and hand are not in contact with anything, 

as indicated by the empty TTM. The organism performs an ’’eye 

right" and progresses to the position shown in Figure 13b.



FIGURE 12
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Here the organism has an object in its FOV, The OTM is 

immediately updated to indicate that an object which is red in 

color and possesses a certain point/distance characteristic is 

in view. The MTM is also updated to indicate that the last 

eye movement performed was an "eye right.” The organism then 

performs a ’’body down” movement to reach the position shown in 

Figure 13c. The original object is still in the organism’s 

FOV, but because the organism has moved closer to the object, 

the point/distance characteristics of the object have changed 

and the OTM has been consequently updated. The organism has 

come into hand contact with an object, and this is reflected 

by the ’’hand contact" indication in the TTM0 As before, the 

MTM was updated to indicate that the last body movement was 

’’down” and the last eye movement is still ’’right."

The Basic Structure

The basic structure is an EPAM-like binary tree. An 

example is shown in Figure 14. The structure consists of twn 

types of nodes linked by "test successful” (+) and ’’test unsuc

cessful” (-) branches. The branch taken is dependent upon the 

outcome of the test applied in the test node. At present
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FIGURE 14

THE BASIC STRUCTURE
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this test is predefined and is a simple comparison for equality 

between the test criteria stored in the node and the present 

contents of the organism’s OTM, TIM, and MTM. At present the 

test criteria stored are simply the contents of the OTM, TTM, 

and MTM at the time the node was created. The test node also 

contains a motor action stored when the node was created. This 

defines what motor function is to be performed when this node is 

encountered.
The second type of node is the ’’grope” node. This node 

is automatically placed at the end of both branches of a newly 

created test node. Whenever that node is reached, the executive 

program must take the necessary steps to grope. No structure 

exists beyond that node. The ’’grope” node signals that some

thing has happened which cannot be handled by the present struc

ture. At this point the organism must adapt by groping for an 

action and on the basis of that groping must change the structure. 
It should be noted that the structure is the whole basis 

of the model and is the experimental part of the model. That is, 

development of the model is based on experimentation with struc

tural concepts to determine the best structural concept possible. 

The best possible concept is that which causes the most human

like behavior. The rest of the organism and the environment are 

the invariant parts of the experiment.
The structure as described is, in fact, a preliminary 

version. Discussion of the elaboration of the structure will
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be deferred until the results of the preliminary version are 

discussed in Chapter 5,

The Executive

The executive is the program which performs the actions 

directed by the cognitive structure by exercising all the other 

programs which make up the model. The executive also provides 

the groping mechanism which is called into play whenever a 

’’grope" node is encountered. Finally, the executive provides 

the only ’’motivation" for the organism. The executive provides 

the facilities which read, interpret, and manipulate the struc

ture; and then it performs whatever action is indicated by the 

structure. The executive determines what is to be stored in 

the test nodes and actually performs the test when it 

encounters a test node in the cognitive structure. The basic 

executive is demonstrated by the simplified flowchart shown in 

Figure 15„

The executive steps through the cognitive structure 

reading one node at a time. If the node is a "grope" node, 

the executive performs a grope to determine the next action to 

be taken from that point. At present, the grope consists of a 

randomly chosen movement. Based on that grope, a new test node 

is created to replace that "grope" node. The executive stores
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FIGURE 15

SIMPLIFIED FLOWCHART OF THE EXECUTIVE
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the contents of the OTM, TIM, and MTM in that node as test 

criteria and then returns to the first node of the structure. 

If the node is a test node, the executive updates various 

parts of the node and then executes the motor function indi

cated by that nodeo The executive then compares the OTM, TTM, 

and MTM to the test criteria stored in the node and from that 

determines which branch from that node to follow. The execu

tive then locates the proper next node that repeats the same 

logical process. The executive passes completely through the 

structure as many times as the experimenter predefines when the 

run is initiated.

It can be readily seen that the executive and the 

structure are closely related. Because of this, the executive 

is also an experimental variable in determining the best struc

tural concept. The basic executive, like the basic structure, 

is simple and is meant to be changed during experimentation.

Section 4 - In Summary

In summary, the model consists of a set of computer 

programs and list structures which are intended to provide a 

two-dimensional simulation of at least part of the human situ

ation. The environment and most of the organism is designed 

to be constant, while those parts of the organism called the 
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executive and the cognitive structure are designed to be 

changed based on experimentation. The goals of these changes 

and this experimentation is the production of an executive and 

a structure which will allow for the development of a repre

sentation of structural meaning in Piaget’s sensory-motor sense.
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IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Section 1 - Implementation--The Basic Model

The basic model as described in Chapter 4 was imple

mented using the LISP 1.5 language [12] on the Univac 1108 

computer [13] at the University of Houston Computing Center, 

Houston, Texas. LISP 1.5 is a high-level language which is 

designed for manipulation of symbols, and which provides facil

ities for organizing symbols into list structures. A minimum 

mathematical capability is also provided. LISP lo5 was chosen 

because the model is concerned with symbol manipulation and 

requires minimal mathematical capabilities. The list struc

tures available through LISP 1.5 lend themselves nicely to the 

construction of the cognitive structure required as well as the 

other structures required to represent the environment, the 

senses, etc.

The Univac 1108 timesharing system was utilized in the 

construction of, debug of, and experimentation with the model 

because of the convenience afforded the experimenter through 

easy access to terminal equipment at the NASA Manned Space

craft Center, Houston, Texas.
70
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Implementation of the basic model was felt to be 

desirable since it would (1) allow for debug of the sensory, 

motor, and environmental facilities; (2) give an initial idea 

of the usefulness of structure of the type described; and 

(3) provide a pragmatic rather than hypothetical base for the 

anticipated elaboration of the structure.

The basic model consists of a set of thirteen LISP 

functions which are listed in Appendix Bo One hundred ’’cycles” 

of the program execute in approximately five and one-half min

utes in a time-sharing environment, and require approximately
* one hour and a half of on-line terminal time.

The program is designed to run a predetermined number 

of cycles. This number is specified by the experimenter as a 

parameter to the executive, which is itself a LISP function. 

A cycle is defined as one pass through the net from the first 

node to the first ’’grope” node encountered. Since new struc

ture is produced at this point, the executive returns to the 

first node and begins the next cycle after groping is performed. 

The cycle concept is necessary since there is no other means to 

determine when the program is through. The program, unlike

xThe system used is an interpretive system. The run 
time would have been reduced if a compiler were available.
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most programs, produces no result as such, but simply runs and 

grows structure. At the end of the number of cycles speci

fied, the program prints out a complete set of all the struc

tures and parameters utilized by the model. This information 

can be utilized as initial conditions for another run, if con

tinuation of the experiment is desired. The printout of a 

single one-hundred-cycle run requires an average of one hour of 

on-line terminal time in a time-sharing environment.

It should be noted that every cycle produces one new 

test node, which replaces an old ’'grope” node, and two new 

"grope” nodes which are automatically placed at the exit 

branches from that new test node. For each cycle, then, two 

new nodes are added to the structure. It can easily be seen 

that the structure grows very rapidly.

In implementing the model, the environment was devel

oped first, and then the associated list structures. The 

sensory facilities were then developed and verified, using a 

dummy executive and a test environment which was designed to 

demonstrate all the possible characteristics of an environment. 

Next, the motor facilities were designed and debugged, using 

the same test environment and the sensory facilities. Finally, 

the initial cognitive structure was specified through the 

development of an executive. The executive was debugged.
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utilizing the sensory-motor facilities and the original test 

environment. The various utilities were produced as the need 

arose in the development of the model.

The groping mechanism was implemented, utilizing a ran

dom method of selecting one of the twelve possible movements or 

a NIL function which represents an absence of movement. This 

method was chosen primarily because of convenience and simpli

city of implementation. The consistency of a strictly random 

approach to groping must, like the rest of the executive, be 

evaluated.

Section 2 - Results—The Basic Model

In general, the results observed -were negative. This 

was to be expected, however, since, as mentioned previously, 

the initial structure was very simple and intended as a first 

step in experimentally developing the correct structure. The 

experiments performed consisted of runs ranging from twenty to 

one hundred cycles in length. It was made clear from these 

short runs that serious deficiencies existed in the original 

structure which would require correction before more compli

cated and longer experiments could provide any really meaning

ful results. For this reason, no runs were performed in a 

batch environment, even though longer runs would have been 
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possible with the printing restrictions inherent in the termi

nal equipment removed and more data could have been collected 

through frequent sampling of the model's performance.

After some experimentation, two basic experiments were 

defined which provided the most information about the model's 

performance with the minimum of effort and time. These two 

experiments were centered about two different environments--a 

sterile and a rich environment.

Both experiments utilized the same initial cognitive 

structure. This structure was chosen to provide the organism 

with the minimum predefined direction, while insuring that some 

activity would take place. The primary requirement for an 

initial cognitive structure is that a "grope" node must exist 

somewhere in the structure. This minimum requirement is pro

vided by the structure shown in Figure 16. "Eye right" was 

chosen as the movement function stored to insure that, at mini

mum, some visual activity would occur.

Figure 17 shows the sterile test environment. This 

environment contains only the organism and its hand. The 

visual sensory stimuli available are therefore limited to that 

caused by the black environmental boundary and that caused by 

the flesh-colored hand of the organism. Even the point/dis- 

tance characteristics associated with each of these is limited
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FIGURE 16

INITIAL STRUCTURE
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FIGURE 17

STERILE ENVIRONMENT
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because of the small size of the environment. Motor activity 

is limited to a minimum body and hand movement in each direc

tion from the original location. This experiment is designed 

to force the organism to "concentrate" on the development of 

sensory-motor coordination schema, schemata which represents 

models of the characteristics of the environmental boundary, 

and schemata which represents models of the organism's concepts 

of itself. In limiting the organism so drastically, it was 

planned that a stage of relative equilibrium would be rapidly 

reached because of the small number of things which could be 

learned, and that analysis of the model’s performance would be 

much simpler. At least a preliminary determination as to the 

validity of the structure could be made, and the merits of 

further experimentation could be evaluated as quickly as pos

sible.

Figure 18 shows the rich test environment. This envi

ronment gives the organism the ability to utilize all of its 

capability. A full gamut of physical characteristics are pro

vided. The objects are different in color, shape, and size. 

One is fixed and one is movable. The environment is large 

enough to accommodate such movement. The organism can even be 

located in a position where it can see nothing. If the model
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FIGURE 18

RICH ENVIRONMENT
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performs adequately in the sterile environmental test, this rich 

environmental test should start to indicate if more complex 

intelligent behavior can be achieved.

The basic model was experimented with in both environ

ments even though the results gained from the sterile environ

mental experiments were adequate to indicate that some significant 

changes to the structure were necessary.

Three basic problems and deficiencies were encountered. 

First, the structure can support no generalization. Each situ

ation that the organism finds itself in is treated independently 

by new structure, even if that situation has been encountered 

before under somewhat different circumstances. For example, if 

the organism, through groping, developed a structure which 

relates body movement towards a wall with the change in point/ . 

distance characteristics experienced in its OTM, that schema 

can only be accessed by the organism if it finds itself in 

exactly the same situation as it was in when the schema was 

created. There is no facility for the organism to utilize that 

schema in another, slightly different, situation unless that 

situation were encountered at the same point in the cognitive 

structure as the original situation. This is not probable. 

For this reason, the organism must develop this schema anew 
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through additional groping each time a similar situation is 

encountered. A large amount of wastefully redundant struc

ture is created which serves only to complicate analysis and 

slow operation of the model.

Related to the first problem is the problem that the 

executive and the structure are designed so that the structure 

is required to grow no matter what. Even if all schema are 

satisfied and the incoming perception is completely assimilated 

without accommodation being justified, the structure is 

required to grow. This is the mechanical basis for at least 

part of the first problem. The executive should be able to 

either create new structure or provide a branch to existing 

structure when a ’’grope" node is encountered. Structural 

growth is only necessary when existing structure is inadequate.

Finally, a capability provided in the groping facility 

was also observed to be a problem in that it expended process

ing resources without providing any observable benefit. The 

groping facility is capable of creating test nodes which have 

no motor action stored in them. These nodes only exercise the 

mental activity involved in testing. When they are encountered, 

the executive performs the test and chooses an exit branch, 

based on the stored criteria, but performs no motor function.
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It is apparent that these nodes would only be useful if 

something happened to the environment by some force other than 

the organism. The nodes could then provide a point for new 

structure to develop to handle that situation. This at first 

seems to be a useful feature, but at closer examination does 

not fulfill any need for the type of experiments planned for 

the model. The organism is presently the only effector of its 

environment, and its cognitive development in interacting with 

its environment is the subject of the model. Although this 

facility might be useful if the type of experiment planned 

changes, it presently only serves to complicate the structure 

unnecessarily, without providing any benefits in performance. 

What is observed is the growth of strings of test nodes with 

identical test criteria, none of which can be fulfilled unless 

the first one of the string is fulfilled, and then they are all 

fulfilled. Thus the executive must waste time growing and 

processing multiple, redundant nodes.

Analysis of the structures and overt behavior resulting 

from the experiments conducted indicated that no truly meaning

ful or useful schema was developed and no intelligent behavior 

was produced. A typical result was produced in one run of a 

rich environment test. In this run the organism was located 

initially in the upper right-hand corner of the environment
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(see Figure 19)o The organism was facing towards object 

number 1 and was defined as being the same size as object 

number 2. Within the first twenty-five cycles of a sixty

cycle run, the organism had moved down the environment until 

it was positioned under object 2. It remained there for the 

rest of the run. Although this behavior suggests that some 

sort of ’’hiding" schema is being exercised by the organism, 

this behavior occurred much too early in the development of the 

structure to be of significance. In addition, hiding implies 

some ability for experiencing fear or insecurity. Clearly, 

this is not provided in the model.

In summary, the basic model testing, although it did 

not produce significant behavior, did provide the opportunity 

for debugging the fundamental programs, and, as mentioned 

previously, pointed the way for the creation of the second ver

sion of the model.

Section 3 - Implementation--Version 2

The modifications to the basic model to produce version 

two were made primarily to the executive and, thereby, to the 

cognitive structure. These were significant changes and 

required a considerable rewrite of the executive as well as 

the addition of one more utility program. Specifically, only
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FIGURE 19. FLOWCHART OF EXECUTIVE-VERSION 2
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42 per cent of the original executive was retained, while new 

programming equal to 105 per cent of the original executive 

was added.

The program runs faster in both computer and terminal 

time, although the great difference is in the terminal time. 

Terminal time of thirty minutes and computer time of nine and 

one-half minutes have been observed for runs equivalent to 

200 cycles of the original programs. This will be discussed 

in detail later in this section.

The first modification made was to the groping facil

ity to remove the capability of producing actionless test 

nodes (such nodes tended to obscure the performance of the 

basic model). This capability can be replaced fairly easily 

in the future if changes in experimental philosophy warrant it. 

For the present, this action will facilitate implementation of 

the modified executive and will simplify analysis of the pro

gram's performance.

The second modification was to the executive's handling 

of the "grope" node. This was the primary and most significant 

of the two modifications made. A facility was added which 

allows the executive to either create new structure or replace 

the "grope" node with a branch to an existing node which
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The logic associated with this modification is demon

strated by the simplified flowchart in Figure 19, which indi

cates the changes made to the original logic shown in Figure 

15. If a "grope” node is encountered, the executive searches 

back up the string of nodes which lead ultimately to the 

"grope" node under consideration. This search is accomplished 

by following a series of "branch back" paths (added to each 

node) which lead to the previous node in that string of nodes. 

The search is continued until the first node in the structure 

is found. If a node is found which contains a test criterion 

which would be the same as the test criterion that would be 

created by a grope, the executive replaces the "grope" node 

with a branch to that discovered node, and continues process

ing again at that discovered node.

This modification allows the development of the struc

tures shown in Figure 20. In this much more complex structure, 

the model is not forced to learn redundantly. To some extent, 

the model can utilize old schema in new situations through this 

ability to connect new and old schema. There is no limit, 

except in computer memory size,to the number of new schema
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FIGURE 20. EXAMPLE STRUCTURE-VERSION 2
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which can branch to the same old schema. This facility pro

vides a measure of generalization lacking in the basic model.

Notice that the generalization is limited. A node can 

only be connected to another node that lies along the string 

of nodes that lead to it. This prevents schema from being 

generalized completely out of context. Completely arbitrary 

generalization could cause an inability to differentiate 

properly between completely different situations which have 

some minor similarities.

Although the idea of branching back to existing struc

ture is suggested by Plummer's work, there is a fundamental 

difference between his use of the technique and the one dis

cussed here. Plummer's model branches back to structure that 

fails to apply (i.e., tests that fail to be satisfied), in 

hopes that intervening actions have adjusted the situation so 

that the structure will now apply. In other words, the pro

gram "knows" it has been in a certain situation before, and 

it "wants" to be in that situation again. In this implementa

tion, the structure branches back because the model does not 

"know" if it has been in the current situation before, but it 

would "like" to find out if it has. The behavior produced by 

the two models is often similar, but the structural approach 

is different.
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It should also be noted that the facility provided is 

not the only possible method of providing a generalization 

capability,'' This is simply a first attempt at providing a 

form of generalization in the model. Experimentation with this 

capability will be required before the validity of it can be 

evaluated and any further changes made.

Because of this primary modification, a redefinition 

of the "cycle” concept was required. It can be seen that with 

the new structure, it is possible for the executive to pro

gress down a chain of nodes and, through a branch back to the 

first node of that chain, continue to simply loop through that 

schema over and over without ever reaching a "grope" node. For 

this reason, the "cycle" in the second version is defined not 

only as a pass through the structure until a "grope" node is 

encountered, but also as a pass through a structure until a 

branch back to a previous node is encountered.

Because of this redefinition of cycle, the relative 

performance of the two models are difficult to compare in terms 

of computer and terminal time. Experimentation has shown that 

approximately 2,000 cycles of the new version can produce the

xSome additional thoughts on how generalization might 
be accomplished in the model are brought out in Chapter 6.
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same number of nodes as 100 cycles of the original program. 

This is the basis of the performance figures given earlier. 

Experimentation has also shown, however, that as many as 

3,000 cycles of the new version can produce as few as thir

teen nodes. Since the number of new nodes produced per cycle 

in the new version ranges from .45(89/2000) to .004(13/3000), 

while the old version always produced two new nodes per cycle, 

the size of the structure and related amount of printing 

required to output that structure is drastically reduced. This 

reduced print load accounts for the reduction of terminal time 

by a factor of four. The less dramatic reduction of actual 

computer time is due to the fact that basically the same 

processing is required for each existing node as before, but 

the additional time for creation of so many new nodes is not 

required.

Section 4 - Preliminary Observations--Version 2

Initial experimentation with version two has pointed 

out the existence of a weakness in the model which potentially 

could be very detrimental to cognitive development. This will 

be pointed out through a description of the results of a 500 

cycle run using the "sterile” environment and a 1,000 cycle
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run using the ’’rich”environment

Figure 21a shows the initial environment used for the 

500-cycle run, while Figure 21b shows the final environment 

after the run. As can be seen, after the run the organism had 

moved its body down one cell and its hand down one cell and to 

the right two cells. This seems to be very little activity 

for a 500-cycle run. Closer examination of the organism's 

behavior indicates that the organism reached its final posi

tion within ten cycles of the start of the run and then simply 

remained in that location for the remaining 490 cycles. The 

only other movement observed was eye movement which occurred 

only during the first few cycles.

Examination of the cognitive structure developed, shown 

in Figure 22, indicates the reason for this behavior. It can 

be seen that the only eye movement function contained in the 

structure is the "eye right" inputted to the model as the 

initial structure. The statistics maintained for that node 

indicate that it was encountered only twelve times by the exec

utive. This accounts for the few observed eye movements.

It can also be observed that only nineteen nodes and

''Three productive runs with the "sterile" environment 
and one with the "rich" environment were made prior to comple
tion of this paper.
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FIGURE 21

STERILE ENVIRONMENT - 500 CYCLE RUN
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two branches to existing nodes account for all of the 

organism's activity and development over 500 cycles„ The 

reason for this small amount of development is indicated in 

the statistics maintained for the two-node loop enclosed by a 

broken line in Figure 22. These two nodes represent a sche

mata which kept the organism trapped in the corner of the 

environment for so many cycleso These statistics indicate 

that this schemata was encountered 226 times by the executive. 

Thus the organism spent the last 226 of its allotted 500 cycles 

"playing" in the corner of the environment grasping its body 

and "bumping" against the wall on its right. It should be 

noted that the word playing used in this discussion is signifi

cant, Regardless of how the model's behavior is interpreted, 

this behavior is produced by predominantly assimilatory func

tioning which Piaget calls "playing." This will be discussed 

in Chapter 6.

These observations indicate that it is possible for 

the organism to develop schema of meaningless activity, which, 

if developed early in the growth of the structure and exercised 

under the right (or wrong as far as desired behavior is con

cerned) conditions, can form "loops" which are impossible for 

the organism to escape without external intervention. The 
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intelligent organism has a facility which allows it to escape 

from such "play" when it results in no further stimulation. 

The intelligent organism can become bored and then exercise 

some more profitable schema. Notice that Piaget discusses the 

cognitive need to function in terms of the entire cognitive 

structure, not just parts of it. Certainly the child is not 

satisfied by exercising one of his schemata to the exclusion of 

all others. The model, on the other hand, will continue for

ever (literally, if the cycle concept were not present) until 

something external occurs. Therefore, it is apparent that a 

facility is required in the model which will cause the organism 

to become ’'bored” with an unprofitable schemata and escape from 

the behavioral loop.

Although this type of behavior was observed in the 

basic model, the organism could eventually escape the corner 

since the "groping” which always occurs in a cycle could even

tually produce a movement out of the corner. In the second 

version, once the "loop”is established this type of escape is 

impossible.

It should be noted that this type of behavior is 

apparently dependent upon the conditions of the environment
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and is therefore magnified by the "sterile11 environment test,,

The lack of a variety of sensory stimulation in the environ

ment allows the organism to generalize too much. It would 

seem that a richer environment would reduce the occurrence of 

"playing" considerably. The 1,000-cycle "rich" environment 

confirmed this.

Figure 23a shows the initial environment for the 1,000- 

cycle "rich" run, and Figure 23b shows the final environment. 

As can be seen, the organism moved its body one cell right and 

three cells down while it moved its hand one cell down and one 

cell right to locate itself under the square object. Thus, it 

exhibited the same overt behavior as the original version in 

this situation. It took approximately 576 cycles through the 

structure to produce this total behavior. It should be noted 

that the movement to the final position was not direct. Many 

unnecessary movements were made during the run, and, in fact, 

many movements which counteracted previous movements, such as 

a "body right" followed by a "body left," occurred. After the 

first 576 cycles, the organism ceased any observable activity 

and simply remained in the same position.

The structure produced by this run is shown in 

Figure 24. Notice that a total structure of thirty-two nodes
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RICH ENVIRONMENT - 1,000 CYCLE RUN

FIGURE 23
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FIGURE 24o STRUCTURE - 1,000 CYCLE RUN
(Continuation)
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and one branch back in this case produced the same overt 

behavior as eighty-nine nodes produced in the original ver

sion, This indicates the amount of redundant and unnecessary 

structure that was produced by the original version, and also 

indicates that the second version has indeed corrected those 

related problems.

Analysis of the structure and the statistics main

tained concerning the structure indicates that even in this 

relatively rich environment a ’'playing11 loop occurred. The 

two-node loop enclosed by the broken line in Figure 24 was 

encountered by the executive the last 424 cycles of the 

program. Analysis of that loop shows that the organism could 

not affect any perceivable change in the environment while in 

that loop. Both motor functions utilized in that loop would 

produce no movement because of the organism’s location in the 

environment. The body could not move right because the organ

ism’s "hand" was against the right boundary; the organism could 

not move its hand down because its "hand" was against the 

bottom boundary. Thus, the organism simply "played" by push

ing alternately against the two environmental boundaries with 

its"hand."
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As expected, however, the occurrence of ’’playing’1 in 

the richer environment had less effect on the total perform

ance of the model. This is shown by the greater amount of 

structure developed before a ’’playing” loop was created. It 

would seem reasonable to assume, then, that if the environment 

were made sufficiently rich, "playing” would not occur. How

ever, it is still quite apparent that the weakness is still a 

weakness and cah have a detrimental effect on the organism’s 

development. It is necessary, then, that the effect felt be 

consistent with that effect on human behavior, and this neces

sitates the addition of "boredom” or "fatigue” facilities 

before completely acceptable use of the generalization facil

ity can be obtained.

It should be noted that the human environment changes 

by itself, rather than only when manipulated by the organism. 

Such an environment would not be difficult to program, and 

spontaneous environmental change would almost always cause the 

model to exit from a "playing” loop.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Previous chapters have presented a model which is 

designed as a tool for the investigation of meaning in an arti

ficial intelligence model based on Piaget’s psychological 

theory, have discussed the results obtained from experimenta

tion with the program to date, and have provided the background 

for this effort. This chapter will conclude the discussion of 

this model by pointing out the features of the model which are 

consistent with Piaget’s theory and the features of the model 

which are a departure from those similar programs discussed in 

Chapter 3, and it will propose some future augmentations to the 

model and some future experimentation that might be the next 

logical step in this effort.

Section 1 - Piaget and the Model

It is apparent that the model which is presented is 

consistent with Piaget’s theories. The model interacts with a 

physical environment and through this interaction develops a 

cognitive structure which directs that interaction. Cognitive 

structure development is the basis for cognitive growth. As in

101
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Piaget’s theory, two cognitive operators, assimilation and 

accommodation, act on the dynamic structures to produce struc

tural change which is the basis for the organism’s adaptation 

to its environment. These two operators can be visualized on 

two different levels of the model’s functioning.

The first level of functioning of assimilation is 

obvious. The sensory-motor information available to the organ

ism is changed into a set of parameters representing the view 

that each sense has of the environment. This test criterion 

is then placed into a framework (schema) of test and grope 

nodes interconnected with branches to produce an addition to 

the structure. These changes to the incoming information to 

produce structural growth are produced through assimilatory 

functioning. Along with this, accommodation is in play in the 

addition or rerouting of branches, the replacement of "grope” 

nodes with test nodes, and the appearance of new ’’grope” nodes. 

When this first level of assimilation is at work, the struc

ture changes physically. This physical change is affected by 

accommodation.

There is another level of assimilation and accommoda

tion which is not as obvious as the first. This is the level 

in play when no structural growth occurs. At this level assim

ilation affects the same type of change of the sensory-motor 
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information being processed, but in this case those perceptual 

units are not used in structural growth, but as input to the 

executive's test as directed by the test nodes. In this form, 

incoming information is "fitted" into existing schemata and is 

used by the organism to direct behavior. Along with this level 

of assimilation is a similar level of accommodation. In this 

case no physical structural growth occurs. What does occur is 

that a particular part of the structure is "activated." This 

selective activation of a substructure is a form of accommoda

tion.

Considering both levels of assimilation and accommoda

tion, it can be seen that there is always some mix of them 

active. Unlike the first version of the programs, the second 

version provides the capability for temporary imbalances of 

assimilation and accommodation to occur in both the "playing" 

and the "imitative" directions. Whenever a grope is performed 

and new structure is grown, it is obvious that accommodation is 

the more active of the two operators. Structural growth 

implies primarily accommodative functioning in adding new sche

mata to the structure. This is "imitative" in Piaget's terms. 

When a branch back to existing structure is taken, no struc

tural growth occurs. This lack of structural growth indicates 
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that a minimum amount of accommodation is active. Assimilation 

is then much more active than accommodation, and in Piaget's 

terms "playing" occurs. This type of functioning is quite 

evident in the results presented in Section 4 of Chapter 5.

As in Piaget's theory, the model has a built-in drive 

to function. Unlike Piaget's theory, however, the model has 

no physical drives at all. The only drive provided is the 

simple facility that the executive will continue to function, 

returning to the beginning of the cognitive structure whenever 

the structure runs out and groping is performed, until the 

number of cycles specified is performed. Piaget indicates that 

the mental drive is sufficient: in itself to cause development. 

The model is, then, an implementation of an organism in which 

the mental drive must be sufficient.

Although a stage of equilibrium has never been reached 

by the model, it is easy to see that the model is equipped to 

reach such a state. With the second version it has been shown 

that any combination of assimilation and accommodation is pos

sible. It is certainly conceivable that under the correct envi

ronmental conditions and with the structure developed to the 

proper state, assimilation and accommodation could be in bal

ance. But even in this state, grope nodes will exist, and
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through their existence the ’’discontinuity” exists which 

Piaget says will cause the structure to progress to another 

’’stage.” It can also be seen that true equilibrium can be 

visualized as a complete absence of grope nodes. That is, if 

the structure ever reached a state where all grope nodes had 

been replaced with branches to existing structure, there would 

be no "discontinuities” which would allow the structure to pro

gress to another stage. The structure would be in a state of 

equilibrium which would prevent any further growth.

It is also apparent that the structure, though not yet 

the model itself, has the potential to represent internal 

models of reality. For example, a set of nodes and branches 

could occur which completely describe an object's shape in 

terms of sensory-motor perceptions observed from a number of 

locations around that object. This would be an internal model 

of that object's shape. The sensory-motor information which 

the model utilizes is designed to make it impossible for the 

organism to perceive the entire reality in its true two-dimen

sional form. The organism can develop a concept of reality 

only through the development of internal models of that reality 

made up of interconnected schemata.

Finally, the model is provided with a groping capabil

ity. Although the actual movement functions are chosen
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randomly, the groping activity is directed and is therefore 

consistent with Piaget’s idea of groping. The structure 

’’directs" groping to the level of determining the point at 

which groping will occur in an overall set of actions. Grop

ing occurs only at a "grope" node, and the location of these 

nodes is dependent upon the structure itself. The action of 

groping is then in a sense "directed" by the organism through 

the cognitive structure.

In conclusion, then, it can be seen that conceptually, 

the model is firmly based in Piaget’s theory, providing facili

ties which are consistent with the facilities to which Piaget 

attributes intelligent functioning, and interacting with a 

physical environment at a level which is analogously consistent 

with Piaget’s definition of interaction by man.

Section 2 - The Model and the Models

It is clear that the model provides facilities, con

sistent with many of Piaget’s facilities, which the models dis

cussed in Chapter 3 lacked.

The processors, Quillian’s semantic memory and ARGUS, 

were lacking the facility to learn. Related to that was the

x"The model" is the term used throughout the remainder 
of this paper to refer to the program described in Chapters 4 
and 5.
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inability to interact with an environment. Finally, the 

processors utilized perceptual information at the semantic 

level. Internal modeling was based on the interconnection of 

words, rather than on the actual significance of the words to 

the organism. The model, on the other hand, is designed to 

interact with an environment and to learn. Further, the model 

provides the proper level of perception of reality. The model 

can still handle semantic processing, however, even though no 

experimentation along these lines has been performed yet. This 

will be discussed further in Section 3.

The learners, such as EPAM, were lacking in the facil

ity for a two-way interaction with a physical environment. The 

model, however, provides interaction at the sensory and motor 

level with a physical environment. The model can build inter

nal models of a physical reality based on the implications of 

that reality to the model at a physical level.

The model falls into the general category of interac

tive learner, and the two models discussed in the category in 

Chapter 3 were Doran’s automaton and Plummer's model. Since 

these programs are of the same type as the model, there are 

many similarities. It is these differences which are of 

interest in this discussion.
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Doran's automaton was not designed to be a model of 

human intelligence or designed to explicitly follow a psy

chological theory. The automaton simulates a much lower level 

of intelligence and, therefore, differs considerably from the 

model. First, the sensory-motor abilities of the automaton 

are much cruder than those provided in the model. Second, the 

automaton is motivated purely by a physical drive, while the 

model is motivated strictly by the mental drive described by 

Piaget.

Plummer's program is the closest to the model presented 

in Chapter 4. Plummer's program, however, was designed to 

investigate the sensory-motor learning period, while the model 

is designed to be more general in nature to allow the investi

gation of meaning in many stages. Plummer's program's inter

action with the environment is different than with the model 

because of the basic difference in the goals of the two pro

grams. Plummer's organism is outside of the environment and 

looks dox'/n into it, something like an infant looking down on a 

table covered with blocks. Plummer's organism perceives the 

environment as it is--as a two-dimensional plane containing 

two-dimensional objects. Thus Plummer's program allows the 

organism to perceive objects as they are. The model, on the 
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other hand, is designed to be in the environment and to 

perceive that environment in a representative way. That is, 

Plummer’s organism sees and moves in the same number of dimen

sions while the model’s organism sees in one less dimension 

than it moves. The organism cannot see the objects as they 

exist and must develop a concept of those objects through 

internal modeling.

Plummer’s structure utilizes a branching back to exist

ing structure in order to be in a situation that it ’’knows” 

it has been in before, while the model utilizes the branch 

back technique to try to find out if it has been in that situ

ation before and to apply the structure it created in that 

situation to the present situation. Finally, Plummer’s pro

gram has both physical and mental drives, while the model has 

only a mental drive.

In summary, then, the model presented in Chapter 4 

differs to some extent from all the models discussed in Chap

ter 3. The model provides those facilities which the other 

programs were lacking to be completely consistent with Piaget's 

theory, and provides the facilities in such a way as to be use

ful in the problem of investigating meaning.
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Section 3 - Future Work

Several modifications which might be further steps 

towards developing the model are suggested by the work done to 

date. Additional experiments also come to mind.

As discussed in Chapter 5, one modification which 

should be proposed is the addition ' of a facility which would 

allow the organism to escape from a playing loop. This could 

be implemented by either preventing such a loop from occurring 

by assuring that each new function placed in the cognitive 

structure causes something to happen in the environment, or by 

providing a "boredom" facility which would cause the organism 

to exit from a node through a new "boredom" exit which would 

lead to a grope node. The point at which the organism exits 

through this "boredom" branch could be based.on the number of 

times the same action has been performed sequentially without 

anything happening in the environment. It was pointed out 

previously that such a facility is consistent with Piaget, The 

second method provides the ability for the organism to develop 

playing schemata and also provides for escape from loops which 

were meaningful when grown but because of environmental condi

tions have become potential playing loops. This makes it more 

attractive than the first method. Both methods should be 

tested through experimentation. In addition, a spontaneously
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changing environment would be useful in avoiding loops.

Another possible future modification involves the idea 

of generalization. Although a form of generalization is pro

vided by version two of the model, additional generalization 

might prove valuable. This generalization involves the crea

tion of the test criteria. At present, this test criteria is 

predefined as a complete set of all sensory-motor information 

available at the point groping occurs. This requires that the 

organism have a full set of identical information in order to 

recognize the same situation. This is not consistent with 

human behavior. It is apparent that man can generalize test 

criteria to the point that recognition is possible with a very 

limited set of meaningful information. A facility which should 

be provided and evaluated in the model is one which would allow 

the test criteria to consist of only the significant subset of 

all the information available.

Finally, one other possible modification is implied in 

the problem of generalization discussed above. This modifica

tion would be to provide a facility which would allow the 

organism to ’’consciously’1 choose test criteria based on other 

stored schema. At present test criteria are chosen by a prede

fined function. This facility would allow the organism to 
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determine, based on the schema that it has developed, what 

test criteria are the significant test criteria for the partic

ular grope being performed.

Several future lines of experimentation are also pos

sible. Once a model version has performed properly in a 

"sterile” environment (i.e., has reached a stage in which it 

has developed a structure which provides some measure of sen

sory-motor coordination, some internal model of the organism 

itself, and some internal model of the basic laws of the envi

ronment) , experimentation with a very rich environment should 

provide further insights into the model's strong and weak 

points. Once the organism has developed a structure in a 

"sterile" environment, the organism and its structure could be 

placed into a rich environment to allow investigation of the 

values of those old schema in a new situation. Comparison with 

this behavior and the behavior of an organism which was "raised" 

in the rich environment would be interesting.

One other line of experimentation is towards semantic 

processing and learning. The model can participate in a series 

of experiments which will evaluate its ability to handle seman

tic information in a way similar to the processors and learners 

discussed in Chapter 3. This requires that some alphabet be 
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developed which will be consistent with the organism and its 

environment. It can be seen that in a three-dimensional 

environment, the alphabet consists of a set of two-dimen

sional figures which can be perceived in their entirety. The 

perception of these symbols is as they exist, and these com

pletely perceivable symbols can be related to some reality 

which cannot be completely perceived. In the environment pro

vided in the model, then, the alphabet must be a set of one

dimensional symbols which can be perceived in their entirety 

in their actual form and can be related to physical reality 

which cannot be completely perceived. The alphabet proposed 

here is an existing alphabet which has these characteristics-- 

the international Morse code [14]. This language represents 

the alphabet in terms of dots and dashes which can be thought 

of as long and short one-dimensional lines. Since they are 

all one-dimensional lines, they can be viewed directly by the 

organism. Consider Figure 25. Here the environment has been 

constructed with small enough environmental cells that the 

organism can hold a large number of the cells in its field of 

view. A single, black environmental cell is defined as a 

1,dot,” and three consecutive black environmental cells define 

a 11dash.n One empty environmental cell separates the ’’dots"



FIGURE 25

SEMANTIC ENVIRONMENT
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and "dashes,” and three empty environmental cells separate the 

groups of "dots" and ''dashes” which make up a single letter.

A set of six empty environmental cells can be used to separate 

words. In Figure 25, for example, the word ”dog” is shown 

represented by a series of black and empty cells. The word 

can be placed in the FOV of the organism each time it observes 

the object. The organism would eventually assimilate that 

word to the existing structure which defines the object to the 

organismo The result would be, hopefully, the production of 

the same behavior by the organism towards the word as towards 

the object. In this way words could come to have meaning in 

the terms of what the object represented by the word means to 

the organism in a sensory-motor way. Once a large vocabulary 

was built up, the words would be related to one another through 

the interrelationship between the schema which defines those 

words, and semantic definitions would be formed through those 

connected paths.

Section 4 - Conclusion

Although the results observed in the experiments con

ducted to date were for the most part negative, they were the 

type of results which direct further development of the model 
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towards ultimate success. The model is successful because it 

is consistent with Piaget’s theory and because in that con

sistency it does produce behavior and develop cognitively. 

This indicates that the basic model is a tool that can be used 

in continued experimentation with different structural con

cepts, and that psychological theory is a useful tool in the 

creation of artificial intelligence programs.
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APPENDIX A - STRUCTURES

Io Structure Used by the Executive

Ao Environmental width and length vectors

(EVWL and EVLL)__

EWL

EVLL

» number of cells in 
width of environment

= number of cells in 
length of environment

Bo Environmental Description List (EVL)--

X

if the

if 
if

the 
the

H"
NIL

hand is in that cell 
cell is empty
organism occupies that cell"ORG

Object name if an object occupies that cell

EVL

Where; W is either
"H” or "NIL”

U is either
"ORG" or "NIL"

V is either
Object name or "NIL."
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OBX

Co Field of View List (FVL)--

FVL

Direc-
Origin of tion of Length of

FOV FOV FOV

W, U, and X = cell numbers which define the 
origin of the FOV; must be 
one side of the organism

North
South
East
West

Z = number of cells from origin to
horizon of FOV

Do Object Definition List (OBL)--

Mova- Defini-
Color bility tion

W = any color ("red,’"'blue," etco)
X = identification of object (number)

(M = movable
U = (

(IM= fixed
V, Y, Z = cell number which make up object
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II.

E. OBL Index List (OBLL)

OBLL

X, Y, Z = identification numbers of all 
objects in the environment

Structure Available to Organism and Executive

A. Optical Temporary Memory (OTM)--

Last First
sight sight
vector vector

OTM

X = color viewed by sight vector
Y = distance to object in sight vector
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Bo Tactile Temporary Memory (TTM)--

Hand
TTM

Body

X = "NC" if hand is not in contact with 
something

"C" if hand in contact
Y = "NC" if body is not in contact with 

something
”C” if in contact

C. Motor Temporary Memory (MTM)—

X = "G” if hand is grasping
"R" if hand is released

Y, Zo W = last direction moved ("right," "left," "for
ward," or "back")

Do Hand Vector (HV)--

Status Location Limit

V = "NIL" if no object grasped
= object ID if object grasped

Y = number of EVL cell at which hand is located
Z = number of cells from body that hand may move



E. Cognitive Structure - Version 2 (NET)-- 122

test exit test exit Back Pointer
Negative Positive

XY = branch to a following node, ’’grope1* or identification (ID) 
of branch back to a previous node

Z = identification (ID) of branch to ”parent’’node
W = number of times executive has encountered this node
U = motor function stored when node was created
V = concatenated list of TIM, OTM, and MTM stored

when node is created

Fo Point Back Table (PBACK)--

PBACK

X = ID of pointer to "parent" node
Y = Actual pointer to "parent" node

G. Pointer Table (Pointer)--

X = ID of pointer to some existing previous node 
Y = actual pointer to node in NET
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APPENDIX B - LISTING

C CoLl C- H:<0 VE(LA.v,DDA(X Y ) < PR3G ( 1 1 12 
(SE1C OElLT GELD
(SETG T7 3DL)
(CD.X'DC C EQUAL X ’UP)CC-3 U) ) )
CCJ'i DC (EQUAL X U) ) )
CCD-JK (EQUAL X ,LErl)(GJ L))) 
(SE1G 'il 9) 
(GO Al)
U ( S E i" G '11 (I \ U S E V V.L ) )
(GO Al)
DC SET G 11 EV V.L) 

13 TA EvL.'i la lb Al 3DLL'!)

(GO Al)
L (SE'iG IKXI^US 1))
A 1 C SEI G T2( CADE H V) )
CSE1O 12(PLt.!S T1 T2))
CSE1C EvL.X' EvL)
(SE1G 13 0)
A2CC3x!D( (MOI (Lr.SSP T3(SUB1 T2)))(G3 A3)))
(5E70 T3CADD1 13))
(SETO EVLNCCDIC EVLVJ)) 
r r. 2; f- r> >
AGCCS'IDC ( EC UAL ( CAR EvLM) 1 B) ( kETL'kx XIu)>)
A^CCOxDC CX’LLL T7)(nETUK.4 NIL))) 
(SETC 7 3(CA?x T7) ) 
(SETC T7(CDR T7)) 
(SETO. A -•(CALL:-. Hv)) 
AAA( CO x’i'C (EEKGr T5XG3 A5) ) ) 
(CDX’ECCECL'ADPLLsCCAk .T3) C 1 IM Eo T5 1))12)(GO A6) ) ) 
(C3\:L( C EC UAL (AGoV-AL C DI EE E.-:E^C£(CA.-< 13)C ilXLo ib 1 ) ) ) i D ( GO 
AG))) 
(CONDC (LCL-AL(PLUSCCA.K 13)('iIMES Tb LVi.L ) ) 1 2) C CO Ac))) 
( CO x'L ( ( EG UAL ( ADS vAL ( DI b FEr.E -ICEC CA-a 13)(lIMLi lb cv'.-c) ) ) 1 D 
(CO A.6))) 
(GETL 'ibCb^Gi 15)) 
(C. AAA) 
Ab
(SE.1C 13(CDi< T3))
( CO IL ( ( i Ll.l 1 3) ( G C A/-;) ) ) 
( SETC ToC CAl-u/x nv ) ) 
(CO f- A-)
A.6( C;D ( (L?l ( LULL (CAR !;v)))(r-.J AD)) 
A7(C.-rTG ‘ivdlb'KOAh H V) 1 2( CAL v.x Av))) 
(CSEIC :('!■: (LI D ( CArx X 1 :< ) ( D U.x X i :•;) ( i? A LD-. i .••.) zO )

.3 T ( . "l ;■ * D ) (-..-. vL ) ) )
( •=:_ 1! 1 ) 
A" ( ( ('. ;■'{ ( DL ( CAR A v) * -• ) ((•■: A?)))
( 3 v A-. ( ( £ :.UAl y *: •)(:.• J A7)))
(.".ElU.- I 'HD 
tv; ( CO ■( ( EGl’AL ( C7.x !! v ) ' I" ) ( ;<L 1 t1 L ) ) ) 
( C-: x'D-C ( E..IAL ( CADr; C Cr.T D:L(CA,x D. ) ) ) '. 1 D ( D i c.. , v!L))) 
( C L."t:( ( r-l Ov (CA;x Fx,-i))(Lv •'•I')))) 
(C? <b( < DH 'LULLC CAL LA ix EvL'-i) ) ) (.-xD t.'.-xx' MIL ) ) )
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< C-> < m ( < Luu"-'- i. u/... E v_.. ' .-:V; < ;• .■ ; i; ) )
(C3.\*DC C.'iULLCCAK EvL.^))(C3 All)))

mid 19/,
AlHSE'iC '13 MID
(SE.IQ I AC CADbUKC GET .jEuCCAh H v ) ) ) )
A12(C3MD( CMLLL T/->CG.j Al 5)))
(SETO T5(CAr< 1 4) )
(E'ETC 14CCDR I z) )
A13(SETC ToCAPf’EMD 16 CL I ST< PL US 15 II)))) 
( G3 A 1 2)
A15(C.3\'D((MLLL 0F<LLT)(G3 A19)))
( C0\'DC (MGK EC UAL C CA^ JELL IX OAK Hv))XGJ A 16)))
CSETO 0ELLTCODE 0BLLT))
CG3 Al 5)
A16CSETG T3CCADDDKCGE1 JBLCCAx GBLLT))))
CSE1G 15 T6)
Al 7CCJMDCCMDTCMUlL T5))CG3 A15)))
CSETA 3 ELLT CCDK 3 ELLT))
CG'3 Alb)
AlSCCJ^DCCMEX-tiERCCAR 1 5) 13) C LETUzxM MIL))) 
(SETG 7 5CCD.R 1 5) ) C Gj A9 7)
A 19 CSETO T3 Evv.L)
CSETG Tb 16)
A19ACSF.TG 17 <3)
A20CC3NDC CEGUALC CA.R TbXXIMUS 13 1 7 ) ) ( EEl U.-:M MID))
CSETO T7CALD1 17))
CGJ A20)
ASICSE'lQ 17 1)
A22C C3 <DC C EQUAL T7 EVLD C GJ A.23) ) )
C C3M DC C EQUAL C CA.R Tb) CULLS T3 17) ) C rtEl UHR MID))
CC3MDC C EQUAL (CAh Tb) < A JD 1 C 1 IT ES 13 17) ) ) C he. 1 LlxR MID)) 
(5:F'TQ "i'TCADE'l T7)) 
CG3 A22)
A23CSETG T7 0)
A2ZCC0MLC C EQUAL 17CSUE1 Ev'.;L))CG3 A2b)))
C COM DC C EQUAL C CAR 1 b) C LI r E ELEM CL C 1 I Xc.S t vLL E v st) 1 7 ) ) C E ! U.-cM MID))?

CSETO T7CADD1 17) )
CG3 A02;)
A25C CjXDC CMLLL 15) CD- A26) ) )
CSETC T5(CDi< Tb))
CG3 A99A)
A26Cr:U I JELCCAiC n v) (L I b 1 C UA.LC Gc.1 ULlCCAa ?:v)))
C CALK (GET J EL C CAL •{ v) ) ) C CALLlx C GE i JE-uCCAz. ?tv)))i<:))
CGJ A7) ))) 
CCS! TO E):JVE(L/=;-;L:i)A,,O(?AJt(ll 12 13 1'A Id i'> JDL i ) 
C dE 1 16 OLD

CST1C TZCLISD)
C CJ JDC C DUAL a 'UP) COS <) ) ) 
(CJMDC C EQUAL .< ' u J V.a ) C t J D) ) ) 
CCDDXECi.AL a ’LLrDCi.J <))) 
C 3 F. i C f 1 1 ) 
CD 1) 
UCSETC IlC'.i Ibo r\.;.D)CD Al) 
!)C.d:1:: 11 ivDdJ 1) 
L c 3.-. 11 1 c>; i ; us i))
Al CbElC- T3 CL I I ) ) C CO CDC C ■. LlL f-)(GJ Aa) ) ) 
CSt.!:; 12CC--R 16)) 
C SEI 0 T6( CL-li 16))
A'-'C CJ iL C CMLLL 1 > ) C ( .• AC) ) ) 
CLDC. iCCZUiDliJ 1 3CLI 1 Ci-T-LS IICU'A.R 12))))) 

<1. 'i ■' • c ( f"> • : c-i
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A 5 ( '* 'I V D C C t L. L "I z) ( GJ A /) ) ) C 5 r. i G 1 iCCAP ;i <) )
C Sr 'i IA ( C b ix 1 2;) )
<■/'( C ADC C -Il.L.v. T1)CGJ A ) ) )
C3-. 1C ISCCAIx i 1 ) )
CSl '12 TKCDE T 1 ) )
CSE'iC 15 EvL)
A6A(CO'4L-CCZEi<JP(SUGl T2))(G3 A6C)))
(SE'IC T5CCU/< 15>) 
(SE'IC T2(SL!S1 12) > 
(G3 A6A)
A6E( C3XDC C.M3'1 < AT3X C CAA 15) ) ) ( C J A6) ) )
(CSX DC C EQUAL (OAK 15) 'd*)(KLIUM AIL)))
(GO A6)
A7C SE’IQ DDL"! JLL) CC5ETO DDL 13) C C.J XDC (H.sij vc. X A-O))
CCSETC GDL JDL1) 
(RETU.vX X’lL) 
A8
(CSETJ MTXCLI5T(CAF. XTM ) X ( CADD.R i<Ttf ) ( CApDDX MIL))) 
(REvL)
(kfc.1U/<M 1) )))
(CSEIG GRASPCLAMSDAC)(PkQGCCNl TEMP) 
CSE1C C.X'T 0) 
CSE'iG "lEMi" EvL)
(C2XDC(ECUAL GM 
CCSE1C MIX(COAS 
Al CCD \' 13 C EC UAL 
(SETO T EM P C C D ? < 
CSEiO CXTCADD1 
C GJ A 1 ) 
A2CCCXi;( CAIJMCC

CCAP M1M)-(RE1 
Gx'CCDi-; •:< IM) ) ) 

C.XTCoUEl CCADR 
1 EXP) ) 
CXT) )

AL TEMP) )C GJ A

UR.x X1L)))

Hv)))CGJ A2)) )

A) ) )
.< ( C J .v u ( ( X l L L ( L ? ■. 
CCSrJTC HVCCJ.XSC

L-JC-.k i EM P) ) C GJ
CAfbA.K 1EMP)(C

A J) ) ) 
UK Hv)))

(PUT 2-Bl(CAD£.A.\ "I EM?) (APPE-jLCLI5'i (CA.\(C-ET dbLCCAL'DAK LV.P))) 
G-X) (CDUrXCEl 3PL( CAUDAL TEMP))))) 
CG3 -V;)
f-, 3 ( C 5 E I C H V < C J X o ' S r-.' G C C L* .' x H v ) ) )
A.ACT.JL-C'D
(rxETGRX 1) )))
(CbETC RELEA:vE(LA/.t5L'A() (Pr.JCiCX)
ccs;LIE CX' ’X)
(C3.XD( (GRASP) («) Al)))
(oE'JC ■■J IL)
(GJ A2)
Al (SETC. 7. 1)
^2CCSm GX 'C)
(CS7TC Hv(CJXS XIL (CD.-: Lv)))
(EEIURX 7) )))
(CEE'K EYF.(L,\ ElAC/.) (PixJCC i I 12 '13 i ^)
(SE'IC 12 GDL)
LCCJ.MnC CEvU.'-u •< ' ;xl G:; i ) ( GJ r.) ) )
(C3XD( C:.;:uAL(CA:J;. ?-vL) * 33 (-• i> C L 3 r.) ) )
(CJ-.TC ( ECGALC CALX vl.) * ! J . 1 A ) (..) ) )
(C.: 3 < ( E2-^L(CX.,.-. t )(( J .)))
(GJ u)

< CJ •-.*/.-(< < (JP-LL-; r ■.,!. ) ".JaIdCCJ t.) ) )
(CJ Xi.-( ( f ?i AL ( CAU.x - ; i( GJ .•.)))
( C-J < L ( ( r i_ Ai_ ( C ' L-,'x r vL ) 1 )( GJ X ) ) )
SC: :.T? 11 ( ?A;: 1 ; ) )
CC.^.XfC ( LJ'i C X^lCClix T-„) ))(•... 51)))
( C C r vl. (!. f 5 1 11 ' 5 J u i h ( CA.uUix vL ) ) ) 
(GJ Jui)
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V; C.St.'lC T3CLI3T ))
hlACCc.X'L C (\’LLL 12) (GJ v. 1) ) )
CilETQ T3( APPlX'I.; T3 CL I i T( Cf-.i' i; 12))))
(SE1Q T2CCDR 12))
(C-S GIA)
A 1.1 CCSEl 0 FVLCLIbl T3 A * * * * * * * 1 V.ESTC CADDL F'vL)))

A 1
(SETS CNT 1)
(CO •<:.•(, P.:.L 1 2) (;.F i -a'J i ) ) )
A 2
(SF.l.'j 10(3/-; 1;-:))
(Sr.lC 12(CU.; 12))

;> >.
(SEiG 13 EVL)
(SET. CM 12 ca
A3(C.}NL( (NULL. 10)(;-il':;i NIL)))
A5(SEiG CNTPCADul CITE))

(G3 OUT)
ECSETC 13 (LI. ST ))
El AC CON DC (MULL T2)CG3 E3) ) )
(SETO T4CCAK 12))
El ( C3\'D( CN0TCNLLL ( CDS TA))) (GO E2))>
(SE1Q T3( APPEND 13 (LIST CCA.r. TA))))
CSETO T2CCDR T2))
(GO El A)
E2CSETG lACCDP TA))
(GO El)
E3(CSETG FVLCLIS1 13 * EAST ( C A.DDP FVL)))
OUTCCSEIO MTN(LIST(CAP MTM)(CALP M1M) X (CADDDX M1M)))
(LOOK)
CRETl.i.RX' T) )))

CCSETO lOUCHCLAi-ibDAC) ( PRO G ( 1 EMP ) 
(SETS TEriP EvL) 
(CSETG TTMCLI ST ‘NC 'NO) 
Al ( CJ.NDC (NULL 1 EXP) ( nETL'KN 1))) 
(C0ND((N3T( ATOM (CAR TEXP))) (GO A2) ) ) 
(SETQ Tb"XP(CDR TEMP)) 
(GO Al) 
A2 ( CON D ( ( N ULL ( CAAix TEMP)) (GO AA) ) ) 
A3 (CSETG TTM ( C3Nb( OU31 E CXCEa 11M))) 
(C3n'D((N3T(MuLL(CAL'AR TEMP))) (GO A‘_>) ) ) 
(SETO TEMPCCDR TEMP)) 
(GO A 1 ) 
AACCSET-l TTMiCLIST 'NC 1 C) ) 
(SETC TEXPCCDR TEMP)) 
( GO A. 1 ) 
ASCCSEIC ITMCLIST *0 'O) 
(RETURN 1) >)) 
(CSETG LOOK (LAMESA ()(P::UG(11 T2 T3 TC CN 1" CNT2) 
(CSETG 31M NIDCcElC C1T 1)(5E1C C1 12 0) 
(C3NDC(XLLL F VL) (t-.L TL-K1 NIL))) 
(SEIS T2(CAr. FAD) 
(CONDC ( E.CIJAL( CADzx vL ) ‘ S3 UTH) ( GJ S) ) ) 
(CONDI ( b..{ UAL( CAUK F vL ) ’ N3A1A ) ( G J N) ) )
(COMP( (EG UAL (CAD FvD* LEST)(CO .a) )
(SE1G 11 1 )
( GO A 1 )
E(3E10 1 1 E v' c.L )
(GO 1 )
N(SETC 1 1 (MINUS r/v'.■.!_.))
(GO Al)
•■.(SF.13 11 (MI a .> 1 ) )
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<•; 1 c <; .?■; 1 ; c -H ))
( bJ A1)
Ac. (S ETC ;3(CDR 13))
(CJ A3)
A7(C2-.'jL-C (A'l J); (CAR T3))CGD A'-))) 12.7
A4(C3*'ID(, •121(:\,LLL(CADLAR T3)))(G3 A41-) ) )
A4A(CSET0 D'KtCCONSCLI ST CX'T ' FL SH) 3 lA) )
(SETG TKCu.JTIEXT T1 CRT) )
(CD Al)
A4:3(CSET0 Jliv.(C3NS(LI ST CMKCAR (GET 3 3L (CAUDAR T3) ) ) ) J IF.) )
(SETC? TICCLjTIE.X'T T1 CRT))
(CD Al)
ADCCOXDC (XLLL (CAR T3) ) ( GO A9 ) ) )
(C0.RDC(ECUAL(CAR 13) 'H.)(G3 AAA)))
(C3:W(CE0UAL(CAR T3) ,3RG)(G0 AAA)))
(CSETQ 0TF;(C3.\!S(LI GT CRT (CAi<(GET GUL (CAR T 3) ) ) ) 01 a ) )
(SETC Tl( CLOU EMT T1 CRT))
(GO Al)
A9(CETQ T1 ( CUOTI EXT T1 CRT) ) (CiONDC (EQUAL CXKCADOii FVL))(G3 A1O))) (oElu

CXT(ADD1 CRT))
(SETO T1 (TIRES 'i 1 CX'T) )
(GO A2A)
A1O(CSETQ OTR ( C3.XS(LI ST XIDCTF.)) 
(GO Al) ) ) )
(CSE1C ASSCC(LAMEDA(E L ) ( COMD ( (HELL L ) NIL) ( ( EG-UAu E(CAAix l.
))(CAR L))(T(ASSSC E(CDR L))))))))
(CSETC ABSVAL(LA.v.EDA( A) ( PixJ G( )
(C3XD( (XIX'USP X) (:xETUk\i(y.IX,US ;<)))( T( RETU.vX X)))
) ) )
(CSETC C.\EE(LAXEDA/) ( RAOGd 1 "12 TC.NT)
(SETO T1 0)
( SJ C I 2 E 0 l. )
(SEIC TCNT 0)
Al (C3X'D( (\'3T(XLLL T2))(G3 A2) ) )
(CSETC* E VLL > C' uO i I EX T (ADD1 1 CM 1 ) Ev’v.L))
(REluRX T)
A2(SETJ TCX'KADDl TC.\D)
(COXLX (MO'i ( EQUAL ( CAR 12) ,S))(G.J A3)))
(Si-TO '12 (CDR 12))
(GJ Al)
A3(C0XD( (X-.D 1( EQUAL T] 1 ) ) ( GD A^)))
(SETO T2(CLR T2))
(GO A 1 )
A4( CSETC EV. L (SUBl (SUEl TCMT)))
( SE I • T 1 ( Al VI T1) ) 
(SETC TO (CD;. 12)) 
( j 1 ) ) ) )
(C...:":C -aV-(i..'/;klA( )(,<■:,•L.(C.\"! n 12 13 icii)
( 3 E1 1. C T 1 ) 
(SET-c n
(CSETC E'vL (LIST ’ 3) )
(Seto th CL;-: ii))
Al ( CH!. ( ( 1-.L 11) (.xL 12:.; 1)))
( V ?. "•.( 1 C : I ) )
(C •:D( (\ ; i ( r CUAL( C-A:x 11) 'E))(GD A3)))
(CS-.ll; EVL (.AR.-z-vlCLIoi •:.)))
AR ( Vi 7 1 ( Ci;:; T 1 ) ) 
(GO Al)
A3

r. -1C ;rLL)
AA( CO ■ D( ( li .-L 1 2) ( GJ A'-,) ) )
(SETO 1 3( CALLDilc GET DEL (LA.. 12))))



/•:;< C'_; I "V'-L CGdn.t 13) )<(-.) A7)))
* r- -V r~ • •. -*• *

(GJ i'G)
A 7 C 5 E "1 0 Ti-1 S'! (LI S "1 ( C A K 1 G) ) )
(GJ A-?)
Ab'CSEl'J IL I Si (LI .5'1 .ill))
A9(SETC 12 ODD
A1O(C0XDC(M-3T(.\!ILL T2))(GJ All)))
(SETO TLIST(CJ\3 (IL TLDD)
(GJ AIS)
All (SETO T3(CAix 12))
A12(C0\ilJ( ( J3T(.s!LLL T3))(GJ A13)))
(SETO T2(CD.R 12))
(G0 AID)
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A13(C0ND( ( EQUAL C(T(CAi< 13))(G3 A1A))) 
(SETO T3CCDR T3)) 
(G3 Al 2) 
A1A(SETO TLISKCJNS ’3RG 1LIST)) 
Alb(C3MD((ECUAL C(T(CADR Hv))(G3 A2O))> 
(SETO TLIST(CONS MIL TLISI)) 
(C0MD( (MULL (CADS; ILISDXGJ A13))) 
(C3MD( (\'LLL(CADD;< 1LIST))(G3 A17))) 
A16(CSE1Q EVL(APPE?JD EVL(L1ST TlIST))) 
(SETO TKCDr, ID) 
(G3 Al) 
A17(CSETG EVL(APPE1D EVL(LIST 'JRG))) 
(SETO 1KCLH TD) 
C GJ A 1 ) 
AIXCJMDC (a'LLL(CAL>DR 1LIST) ) ( G3 A19) ) ) 
(CSETY EVL(APPEND EVL(LIST(CALDK iLlol)))) 
(SETO TKCDh TD) 
( G3 A 1) 
A19(Csr-lG EvL(APr-cMD EV' (I 1ST NIL))) 
(SE1G TKCDR TD) 
( G3 AD 
A20(SETrj TLI ST( COX 3 ' H ILIoT)) 
(C3 (D((.-JJT('-1ULL(CADR ILIST)))(G3 A16)>) 
(C3XD( (:’JT( XULL(CAL;DR TLI ST))) (GJ Alo))) 
(CSLTQ EVL (APPEND EVL (LI ST ’ H) ) ) 
(SETO TKCDR TD) 
( G.J AD ) ) ) 
(CSETQ RAX DDK LA::1! DA ( ) (PXOG( ) 
(SETO L:x<i\K HUES LAA'J 206 13)) 
(COMDC (.-:i.1L3P LAAX) (SETO L.rDKHLLS La AX 3A3O97 a.OuV ) ) ) ) 
(SETS' R A'K TILES Lr.AV 0 • 29 1 0 3-■ 30 5- I Ci) ) 
(C3?iD( (LES3EC AES vAL ( EX 7 I £.'<( UXtS HAM lu)))DCG0 AD)) 
(Ktl"J:L'(A:L':vAL(ET!l:.:.(llvt5 .-<AX 10)))) 
Al ( Ci ILK CLE:.SP( Aria vAL( Evi 1 ErK TILES --.A-J 1GC)))D 
(G3 A2))) 
(i-iETLh-K AnSTALC LI 1 I E.K1 ILES aAX 10G)))> 
.A.9( 0J'-!?( (LLSG?: /•.LS'vAL ( 11 I _.'K i IXco .-.riX 10jL9))i)(G« Aa))) 
(KEIUR.XKABSVALC E.-DI ErK'UEES :</>.<• 100C))))
(CSE'lC i: A ir.U'KA?: r-i;A ( a.C.'i 1 I?.Ax: I L ;< A J ) ( 1'rT,'G < ’! 1 1'2 XJLr. i'C XiJ.-D 
1 3 
3 TXT) 
(c.-.y.D 
CCSEfC (LIST (LI al f; MIL)))
(CSETC r-RAC-KL*S1 (LISI 0 .IL))) 
(CSr'lC (j ' G) 
(SETO i-C 0) 
(C3M!X ( D-'Ll. IkA'D (CSE1 , ;>A< C ) ) ( 1 ( C SD ;,Ai 1 ,-xA . > ) ) 
(CD K;( (Xt '.L ILLAa') (CSEK. L.\A< -vUV 7 ) ) ( i ( CUE : L LaA.'i ILKA-.))) 
(SETO :<CM1 -1)



V y"C C v" f" i) CCl.-A/'*' ..X'C:--') ) ) 
(SETO XC']T(TDDi ‘.ua’T?) 
(CSX'DC (EJIjAL l ECJIXG-: EX’D))) 
C S E i Q 3 1 i I ’.J 1 ) 
(SETC T2CLIST .MID) 
CRPLACD T2 LDCP) 
(SETQ T2CCADR T2)) 
CRPLACA 12 .MODE) 
(EVAL (CADR NODE)) 
(C3.ND( CMJ'l ( ETUAL( CAE IT/DCCAADDR N.-JDK) ) ) ( G'O ri))) 
( CON D ( ( NO T( EC UAL ( CADE TTiN ) ( CADADDR .<3LD))(GJ Fl))) 
(C'O.X'DC CNOTC EQUAL (CA»< MTN) ( CADDADD,. .•;JDE)))(G0 Fl))) 
(C3.\’D( (NOT( EQUAL(CADR MTD ( CALDDALUk NUDE)))(GU i- 1 ) ) ) 
( CON DC (MOK EQUAL ( CT DDR XiTM ) ( CADDDL'ADbR N3D£)))CG0 Fl))) 
(CUNDC (NJTC EQUAL ( CADDDR :<•$?;)( CADDbDDAL'DR N.J DE) ))( GO Fl))) 
(CSETO NX ( CDDDDDuALDix NODE)) 
(CONDCCNULL NN)(C.l Fl))) 
E3 .< CON DC ( X' LLL 0 TX, 1 ) ( GO EA) ) ) 
(SETC TIC CAR OTMT)) 
CSETu -OTMTCCDR JTMT)) 
CSETO T3CCAR NN)) 
CSETG NNCCDk NM)) 
E3A ( COX’ DC C N ULL 1 1 ) C C O E3) ) ) 
( C3.N DC CX3 T( EQUAL ( CAR TDCCAR T3)))CGJ Fl))) 
(SETO T1CCDR TD) 
(SETC T3CCDA T3)) 
(GO E3A) 
F.4 (CON DC ( EQUAL (CADDAR L.JCP) ’GROPE) (GO Eb))) 
(C3.NDC C EQUAL CCAADDA.-x LjCP) * P.-JI XT ER) C GO Pl))) 
(RPLACA LOCPCCADDR T2)) 
(G'3 E2) 
F5 CSFK) T2CLT.S1 NI1..L)) 
(RPLACA T2CCAR LOCP)) 
E5A. , CDNbCC EQUAL (CADOwL'AR 12)0) (GJ EbZ)))

CCONDCC EQUAL CCAL'LDf.bisCASbjCCCADDLLA;.. ■j2)PEACZ) )C) (GJ 
EbX) ) ) 
(RFLACA IECCDRCAoSjCC CALuULA.a 1 2) i-c-AC O ) ) 
(CONDC (NJTC EGLALC CAJ. T IM ) C C A Al-L/.A;. i2)))(-'-.j n.bA) ) ) 
CC-3NDCCN31CE3UALCCADR T'i/.) C CADADDA AR r>)))CGJ v.dA))> 
CCJNDC C.’QTC =(. JAL ( CAz T:-,) ( CADDAuDAA.x 12)))(GJ EGA))) 
CCCXDC C ••1JTC EOUALCCADX l.-l) ( CAbDDAuDAA.-; T2)))(Gu EGA))) 
CCSx'DCC M.'J'i ( ECuALCCADD.s M TN ) ( CADLL DADl AAR 12))XGJ ESA))) 
CCJNDC CaO1 C EQUAL CCALjy. .C-TM ) ( CADbL-DLAuL.AA,-. i<:')))(GO u.c.A) ) ) 
C CSETO C OD.jDDDD'-r SAAR T2) ) 
(C3NDC C MULL MM) (GO EgD) ) ) 
(SE.TG 3 TXT 0 TN ) 
E5E ( C;j.'!u( ( NULL OTMTXGJ E5U) ) ) 
(SETO TICCA?; OTZi)) 
CSE1C J'iX 1 c cr.v. JT-'-j)) 
CSL1.". 13CC0.'< NN)) 
CSETG X-’CCL-R NN))
ESC C c;.'.\!;( ( Mll-L 1 1 ) C GO EgL) ) ) 
CCONuCC 1CK:: UALCC.'..s il)(U/L. y)))(r.:j -_bA))) 
CSE'i C T1 < C.11)) 
C 1 3( Ji.:. 13)) 
C(;J 1:50 
EGO C bF 10 PCCALi.l FJ)) 
CbElG rC In.))
C CD iKC/w i.L)) 
CNCDX’C F.H MIE.-; CL I-.i 13)) 
CSETU NN CL I El * HJINIl:; .-O) 
C.-:PLACA(U:)'.:-An LJCr) I.;) 
C GO r. 1 ) 
i. L">X C S ?.l C T 1 C GE ) ) (J Sc i G ( L I 1 ( L. I. 1 G 11 C /' ,•E.u i i. > C i\ri

12<"?
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* L-r. J; ’*r r, C\; 1 ) )
(^Llv Lit-"i ;-i< <'i .II))
(RPLACu "!3 CCf-.-s llCP))
(\’CJ\'C Pf-'ACK (LKil 13))
E^Z C-xr'LACA (CLLA.-x LJC?) AD
( C.j ol'Aix'i ) ■Li'J
E6 (Si".l G T2CLI.5I '1 i L ) )
(RPLACP 12(CAR LJU?))
L6A C CJAUC C EQUAL ( CAUDDDAJx 'i2)C)(GJ E6X)))

( EQUALCCA^DDDD.-.CAi.GjCCCADUiJQAK 12)PLACI<) )U)
CC-3 E6/D))
CRPLACA T2CCD.-<(Aiib;JC(CADDL:uA,< i2)PLAC:<)>)
C C-J.\*DC '1 C LCUAu(UAk 11? ) < C/'Au^AA.. 12) ) ) ( GJ L / A) ) )
CC.3:X’D( (X’31 C EQUAL (CADP. TIE) ( CAD Al bA.mt I2)))(U.> ^GA)))
CC3.MDC<X'3T< EQUAL CCA?^ E"l < ) ( C ADDADDA/'i;-. T2)))(GJ E6A) ) )
(C3NDC C.X’QTC EQUAL ( CADE M IE) ( CADDLALbAAE T2) ) ) ( GO E6A) ) )
C CON DC CX’OK EQUAL (CADDE E1M ) CCADDLDALLAAH 12)))CG0 E6A) ) )
( CONDC C.N91 C EQUAL ( CADDD-; ET?;) C CADDDLDADDA.AR T2)))CG3 E6A) ) )
CCSETQ NXCCDDlDL'DADDAAR T2) )
CCC.X’DC C?-l.LL N.'DCGO E6D)))
CSETQ 3TXT 3'IM)
E6B CCONDCCNULL GTMT)CG3 E6D)))
CSETQ TKCAK STMT))
(SET G 0 Tr; T ( C D R J 1 ?, T ) )
(SETO T3CCAR NN))
(SETO NNCCDE NN))
E6C ( C3ND( (NULL T 1 ) ( GO E6E)))
(C3ND( (NST( EQUAL (CAR TDCCAr: T3)))(GO E6A)))
(SETO T1CCDR Tl)>
CSETQ T3(CD.L T3) )
(G3 E6C)

E6D (SETO PCCAT'DI -PC))
(SETO T3CLIST PC NIL))
CRPLACD T3 (CAE 12))
(NCONC POINTER (.LIST T3))
(SETO NM(LIST 'POINTER PC))
( F-: PL A C A ( C L A R L 3 C P ) N .<■)
(G3 El)
E6X (SETG T1 (GENE)) CCSETQ N a (L 1 SI (L I ST 0 T1 (Ai^PEND 1 i X ( APE END .-i D,

SIX))) * GECPE ' C.EJPE ' PEACE XCNT)) 
(SETO T3CLIST XCN1 NIL)) 
CEPLACD T3 (CAE L3CP)) 
CNC3XC PEACE (LIST T3) )
E6Z ( LPLPCAC CDAi; LOOP) NN)
(GJ START)
Fl (CJNL( ( EQUAL ( CAlAR L3CP) ‘GaJPDCGO EG)))
CCO'W(CEC-LAL(CAAbAR LJCP) ' PS I N 1 Er.) ( GD ?2) ) ) 
(EPLACA LjC:-(CAD.< T2) ) 
(GJ E2)
Pl (RrLACA L3 CP ( CLP ( ASS3 C ( C ADADuA.-. L..J Cr ) 2 j I N1 rl;.) ) )
(GO E2)
E2 (RPLACA LCCP(CbR(A::-3.3C(CAl1'>bAR L J Ci-) ?3 I N i Eh) ) )
(CO E2)
l-.'.'L- (Pi.INI I \1
(:-,•.I '.1 'L,. \;= ) (,'iU; NT L.-. d
CU.INT ' CYCLE NT MCN'i)
(PRINT * EVL-) ( P, J x’l EvL)
(,';.l U 'Ni-.'I-) C-;.INi ni)
(I.El URN ' hUNb'JL;) )))
(C3E1U C-E.x'.LCLzV-iUbA ()(,-;ijC( aANL^No rxh.JD^X'i)
r.5('. ETr i.ASr.3‘<0 ( .'. AL..)D )
(CONDC ( D TC EQUAL :.ANLN;;s G))(GJ r.D))
(DYE ' hl (■Li)



E7(CJ?^DC CS'CTC EQUAL RA.'IDQXS 4) ) C G-3 E8))> 
CGRASP)
C i< f U■ 'j ' CC.rPASP))
R.-3( ccx DC CiL'rre EQUAL RAMD0XS 5) ) C GJ E9) ) >
(?;eleaue)
Cr/ETURx' '( DLL EASE) )
F9 ( C.T'jDC C.X’J YC EQUAL ;<AXL:a>:5 S))(G3 E19)>)
E10CSETQ. RAX’DoX': C Q.AMDJX) )
CC3MDC C.\'3 i C EQUAL ;'J\.\’D3XT D) ) ( GJ El 2)))
El 1 C PROVE ‘UP X'lL)
Cr-ETLJF.X '(HX-dVE 'UP MID)
E1PCCJMDC (EQUAL RAMDUMT A) ( GJ £11))) 
(C3.MDC (M3TC EQUAL RAXDDMT 1 ) ) ( GJ El A))) 
El 3C PROVE •DSl'.'M MIL) 
(RETURN 'CHXOvE ’ DJ V.X1 MID)
El 4CCJ\'D( (EQUAL RAX'l-'JMT b) C (t3 E13))) 
(CJMDC (X’J'IC EQUAL RAXD3MT 2) ) ( GJ £16))) 
E15CHXJVE * RIGHT NIL)
(RETURN * (H.OVE 'RIGHT MID) 
El 6CC3XUC (EQUAL RANDJXT 6) (GJ £15)))
C CONDC, NJ "i ( EQUAL RAN DOX T 3))(G3 E1S)))
E17CHXJVF ’LEFT NIL) 
(RETUR.N * (H.-:3VE 'LEFT NIL)) 
E13CCJXDCCLGUAL iCANDOHT 7) (GO E17))) 
( GJ E 1 0)
£19 ( C3XD( ( EQUAL RANL’JXb 3) ( GJ £10))) 
(CO\D( ( \'3T( EQUAL RANDOMS 3))CG3 E2 1 ) ) )
E2C)(G'J Eb)
E21(C3.\'D(( EQUAL RANDOMS 9)(G3 E20))) 
£21 A, SET'J KAN DOM T C-i<A.Nb3X ) )
( Ob X L-' ( C X J I C tl U--lL A h-./S l) J i'l 1 u ) ) < G>J Edo))) 
£22(LMuv£ 'UP) 
(RETURN '(EMOVE 'UP))
EP.3C CON D( ( EQUAL RANDOMT 4) ( GO £22),)) 
(C3XD( (NOTC EQUAL RAODJMT 1 ) ) ( GO £25))) 
E24(E:DVE 'D.)'..N)
( E "£ TURN '(CM 0 V E ' D D V; N ) )
F.2 5( CON DC ( EQUAL EANDJMT 5) C GO £24))) 
(CONDC C -lOTC EQUAL RA.iDOMT 2))(G3 E27))) 
F26CEH0VE ’HIGHT) 
(HETUR.M ’ CEMCVE ’RIGHT)) 
E27(C0ND( ( EQUAL RANDOMT 6) ( GJ £26))) 
( CONDC CNJi ( EQUAL kANDOMT 3) ) ( GO £29))) 
E23(DJvE 'LEFT) 
CRETUR.X' '(EM OVE 'LEFT)) 
E29(CJND((EQUAL RANDOM 7)(G0 £25))) 
(GJ £2 1 A) )))

13<?a
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